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Abstract
Due to the high research and development investment and high production costs,
many upstream suppliers are often constrained by limited initial capital when
producing and supplying products, with some suppliers struggling to get funding from
banks because they lack guarantees and credit histories. To solve this problem, Supply
Chain Management (SCM) practitioners and scholars are paying attention to Supply
Chain Finance (SCF), which can help cash-strapped suppliers obtain funds through
supply chain cooperation. In the current situation, pre-shipment financing is worth
studying, and is based on purchase orders rather than invoices, and credit risk is
relatively highly based on trust between buyers and sellers. Therefore, how to
effectively use pre-shipment financing tools to tackle the problem of the working
capital constraints of suppliers in supply chains and manage the financial risks of
corporates has become an important research topic.

Salvage value is the amount received for the disposal of unsold inventory at the end of
the selling season. For perishable products with salvage value, due to the uncertainty
of market demand and the existence of many invisible factors, downstream retailers
may purchase more goods from suppliers than market demand before the selling
season, thus facing the problem of excess inventory after the season. However, in
many previous SCF studies, to simplify the calculation, the salvage value was ignored
or set to zero in short-term financing. Therefore, it is important to study the influence
of different salvage values on supply chain operation and financing decisions.

The existing research on SCF is rarely applied to specific industries. Scholars should
consider the application of SCF in various industries, such as high-tech industries. In
addition, when previous studies focused on Green Supply Chain (GSC) and
environmental sustainability, they mainly discussed how enterprises make optimal
decisions according to different carbon sources, policies, and carbon emission costs.
However, few studies have considered the combination of GSC and SCF to help the
supplier solve the problem of capital constraints, so as to produce more green
products that are more environmentally friendly, which is worth studying.
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Therefore, the thesis studies the impact of various salvage values on the operation and
financing decisions of participants under different financing instruments in
capital-constrained supply chains, filling in the research gaps above. The main
contributions are as follows:

1. The supplier can be funded by pre-shipment financing instruments. Advance

Payment Discounted (APD) financing, also a form of cash in advance with a
discount, to alleviate the financial stress before product delivery. Furthermore,
Buyer-Backed Purchase Order Financing (BPOF) is also a pre-shipment financing
tool to deal with this problem where a financial institution provides loans
according to a reliable buyer purchase order before product delivery. Two other
financing mechanisms, Buyback Support Buyer-Backed Purchase Order
Financing (BSBPOF) and Buyback Support Advance Payment Discount (BSAPD)
are also considered to ease the supplier’s financial pressures, which indicate that
the supplier promises to buy back unsold products after the normal sale season.

2. This research focuses on considering various salvage values (e.g., positive and

negative salvage values, supplier-responsible salvage values, time-varying salvage
values) when using SCF to solve the supplier funding constraints. First, whether
positive and negative salvage influence operation and financing decisions under
APD and BPOF are examined. Further, the influence of the difference between the
buyback price and salvage value under BSBPOF and BSAPD on the participants’
decisions and the financing equilibrium is studied. This study also studies how
time-varying salvage values influence the decisions under APD and BPOF and
uses mean-variance theory to study the profit risk of the supply chain.

3. This research considers the application of SCF in the mobile phone and TV
industries to solve the financing difficulties of the suppliers. In particular, to
reduce environmental pollution and promote sustainable development, the
supplier can be committed to producing more eco-friendly televisions through a
GSC system.
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To sum up, the analytical modeling approach is adopted with the integration of
numerical study for the observations from industrial practice in various industries.
This thesis begins with a comprehensive literature review on SCM, SCF, capital
constraint issues for managing the buyers and the suppliers, perishable goods with
salvage values, and the application of various financing instruments. Then the
mathematical models are used to analyze the problems. Finally, in-depth numerical
studies are conducted to verify the research results. The management insights
generated in this study are of benefit to the suppliers, the retailers, the financial
institutions, and the whole industrial spectrum.
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CHAPTER 1 Introduction
In this chapter, the research background is briefly discussed in Section 1.1,
followed by the objectives, scope, contribution, and significance of this research in
Section 1.2, Section 1.3, Section 1.4, Section 1.5, respectively. Lastly, the
organization of this thesis is elaborated in Section 1.6.

1.1 Research Background
The chapter commences with a statement of the background of the study, which
focuses mainly on describing the following four aspects: the transformation of
corporate relations, Supply Chain Finance (SCF) and capital constraints of enterprises,
perishable goods with salvage value and Green Supply Chain Management (GSCM),
respectively.

1.1.1 The transformation of corporate relations

The world economy has recently undergone fundamental changes, and the needs
of customers have also changed a lot, from the practical needs of the past to the
personalized and diversified needs of today. All this has led to a shift in corporate
strategy. Therefore, enterprises not only need to pay attention to their operation and
management but also urgently need to find strategic partners to build a competitive
supply chain to meet diversified customer needs. As is well known, the supply chain
is an enterprise system mainly composed of suppliers, manufacturers, distributors,
retailers, and customers. Although each company's decision-makers are different,
their goal is to maximize their profits. However, in the past, the decisions made by
enterprises from their own perspective are not necessarily the best decisions of the
whole supply chain, which requires enterprises to fully cooperate to maximize the
profit of the supply chain. As a result, business relationships are gradually
transformed into partnerships to establish a competitive supply chain and gain a large
enough market share to achieve high corporate profits.
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Further, the global financial market turmoil in recent years has led to an overall
increase in corporate financing costs. For the largest number of capital-constrained
enterprises, due to their low credit level and lack of effective asset mortgage,
receiving loan financing from banks or other financial institutions becomes difficult,
so their financial difficulties have a serious impact on their production and operation.
At the micro-level, the transaction settlement method in the supply chain also
influences the capital flow of enterprises. For example, under a commercial credit
contract, the retailer is unable to pay for goods until 30-90 days after receiving a
delivery from the supplier, so the supplier's sales revenue cannot be converted into
cash flow into the enterprise's cash account in time. The supplier may also run into
cash flow difficulties, as the disposable cash cannot meet the funding needs of daily
business activities, such as production and orders. The interaction of material and
capital flows in the production and operation of enterprises makes researchers realize
the value that Supply Chain Management (SCM) can be changed from the traditional
decentralized decision-making mode to the joint decision-making mode. How to use
the working capital of the firms to optimize the benefit of the supply chain and
enhance the coordination of enterprises has become the focus of the industry,
academia, and governments around the world.

1.1.2 Supply chain finance and capital constraints of enterprises

SCM is concerned with the combination of materials, information, and capital
flows, so it is reasonable for researchers to study the impact of joint financial and
operational decisions on SCM (Babich and Sobel 2004; Buzacott and Zhang 2004).
Since supply chain parties often faced the ordering and production decisions of
working capital constraints, to solve the problem of capital shortage, an innovative
financing service supply chain financing at the beginning of the 21st century, can be
defined as a tool for enterprises to solve the working capital issues in the management,
planning, and control of all cash flow related trading activities. This is a financial
model that makes use of the high-quality credit resources of the core firms to help
other enterprises obtain funds. Nowadays, various SCF models have been proposed
and applied in the steel, automobile, construction machinery, home appliances, and
other industries (Chen et al. 2017). When liquidity is tight, companies need short-term
2

financing to operate their businesses. Combining and effectively using external and
internal sources of funds to solve the supply chain working capital constraints
becomes a significant research topic. Trade credit usually takes the form of the
supplier's early payment discount. A retailer can pay interest to suppliers free of
charge for a pre-specified period, such as 30, 60, or 90 days. Nevertheless, early
payment can be encouraged by offering discounts on the wholesale price. The
discount can also be viewed as the amount of interest on deferred payment. When
both parties have limited working capital, it may make sense to consider bank loans to
address these restrictions.

Furthermore, with the increase of orders, the production cost of suppliers also
increases. For suppliers constrained by production capital, they are unable to produce
the optimal order quantity due to capital constraints. When the above situation occurs,
retailers and suppliers have two choices. One is to order or produce according to the
existing funds, however, this is bound to fail to achieve the optimal performance, thus
reducing the profits. The second is to order the optimal quantity through financing. In
real life, financing is not easy due to the problems of the lending enterprises
themselves and the influence of third-party financial institutions, which is mainly
reflected in the following: (1) The problems existing in loan enterprises themselves.
Many enterprises are labor-intensive small and medium-sized enterprises, and they
lack effective management methods and advanced technical levels. In the increasingly
competitive market environment, there is a huge risk of competition and bankruptcy.
At the same time, in terms of financial management, many enterprises do not have
standardized relevant systems, which often bring greater transaction risks to
third-party financial institutions. (2) There are no strong guarantee agencies and no
adequate mortgages. Companies that are constrained by capital tend to have lower
credit ratings. To reduce the transaction risk of financing, third-party financial
institutions often require enterprises to prove their solvency, but the loan enterprises
cannot obtain strong security and lack sufficient valuable tangible assets as a
guarantee. (3) The cost of financing is high, and the process is complex. The
financing process is more complex and often causes greater losses for companies with
high timeliness requirements. In addition to the above factors, the reasons for
enterprises' financing difficulties include monetary policy, information asymmetry,
3

and lack of strong policy support. Therefore, how to establish an effective financing
channel and solve the problem of the capital constraint of enterprises has become a
major problem facing today's society. A buyer can finance the supplier through
Advance Payment Discounted (APD) means, also a form of cash in advance, to
alleviate the financial stress before product delivery. The unit discount provided by
the supplier can also be viewed as the amount of interest on deferred payment which
encourages the retailer to pay upfront. However, there is sparse literature on how to
solve the problem of supply chain working capital constraints through APD, most of
which are solved via bank financing and trade credit. Furthermore, Buyer-Backed
Purchase Order Financing (BPOF) is an external financing tool to deal with the
capital-constrained supplier’s problem. A financial institution provides loans
according to a reliable buyer purchase order before product delivery. However, there
is little information on BPOF despite it emerging as a financial instrument. Hence,
this paper focuses on both APD and BPOF to deal with the financial stress of the
supplier.

1.1.3 Perishable goods with salvage values
Perishable products were originally viewed as agricultural products that lost their
sale value once they spoiled. However, with the development of information
technology, as well as the changing needs of customers to personalized and
diversified service, the speed of product substitution is accelerating which makes
more and more products in the current life begin to have certain characteristics of
perishable products. Specifically, the perishable goods supply chain has the following
characteristics: 1) Short product life cycle. Product life cycle length mainly depends
on market demand and market competition. With the trend of consumer demand
diversification, the development ability of perishable goods manufacturers is also
improving unceasingly, and the development cycle of new products is greatly
shortened. For example, mobile phones, one of the most competitive products, have
an average life cycle of fewer than 10 months in many places. 2) Uncertain market
demand. Perishable products have a short life cycle and a wide variety, which makes
it difficult to accurately predict product demand. Besides, many perishable products
are innovative products. Because there are no relevant historical sales data for these
4

products to refer to, it makes it more difficult to predict the market demand, which
brings huge risks to the operation and management of enterprises at each node of the
supply chain. 3) Diversified products. Due to the diversification of consumer demand,
production enterprises continue to introduce new varieties to better meet the needs of
consumers. In addition, some popular products aim to provide customers with
personalized choices, thus increasing the added value of the products. For example,
for the same product, they provide rich colors, varieties, and styles to attract more
customers to buy. 4) Short delivery time. The contemporary market competition is
more and more fierce, and the pace of economic activities is intensified. As a result,
every enterprise realizes that the customers’ expectations and demands are greatly
increasing. The customer not only requests the manufacturer to deliver the goods on
schedule but also requests the delivery time to be shorter. These perishable products
have occupied an increasing proportion on the shelves of shops and supermarkets.
Since the perishable goods supply chain has the above characteristics, the retailers are
likely to face overstocking. Salvage value is a crucial aspect, and it is common
practice for retailers to clear inventory by the salvage value. Therefore, the study of
perishable goods with salvage value has gradually become an important aspect in the
field of SCM.

In many previous works of SCF (Yan et al. 2018; Feng et al. 2014), in order to
simplify the calculation, many researchers ignored the salvage value in short-term
financing and implicitly or explicitly believe that the salvage value has little influence
on the model; thus the salvage value of unsold products is set to zero in their studies.
However, the positive and negative properties of salvage values are an important
subject worthy of study. Besides, according to the available literature, it is clear that
the majority of the research assumed that the salvage value was fixed. But some
scholars and empirical evidence indicated that the salvage value was variable (Cachon
and Kök 2007; Alan and Gaur 2018), and no researchers have yet to investigate the
time-varying salvage value.

1.1.4 Green supply chain management

The Green Supply Chain (GSC) is the integration of environmental factors in the
5

process of SCM. It is a modern management mode that comprehensively considers
the environment, resources, and benefits. It makes products more environmentally
friendly and is a way to improve the market competitiveness of products. With the
development of the GSC, a green product also has its definition, that is, such a
product cannot harm human health, or even damage the natural environment, but also
can be effectively recycled and reduce the waste of resources. Chin et al. (2015)
believe that the concept of GSCM is to integrate environmental thinking into SCM, so
GSCM is also conducive to sustainable development. To some extent, the GSC
depends more on the cooperation between the enterprises of the supply chain, but it
also needs every member to achieve the objective of sustainable development. The
management system of the GSC can be represented by a relatively intuitive structure,
as shown in Figure 1.1 below:

Figure 1.1 The management system of the green supply chain.

(1) Green supply. The key to green supply is the purchase of raw materials, that
is, raw materials must be purchased to ensure that they meet the specified quality
standards, the purchase cost of materials must be optimal, and they must have the
attribute of green environmental protection (Bowen et al. 2006).

(2) Green design. If in the process of green design, ecological environmental
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protection, product quality assurance, cost reduction, and other requirements are given
priority, then energy consumption and recycling will be effectively reduced. In other
words, effective green design can reduce the damage to the ecological environment
and avoid the excessive consumption of resources (Zhang et al. 1997).

(3) Green production. Green production mainly concerns in the whole production
process of a product to save energy, reduce consumption, and reduce pollution as the
core standards, and to reduce the negative impact on people's health and ecological
natural environment (Leff 1995).

(4) Green packaging. Green packaging requires that products produced in the
green production link are packaged with materials that are not harmful to the public
health and ecological natural environment, and these packaging materials can be
reused, recycled, and degraded many times (Rabnawaz et al. 2017).

(5) Green marketing. Green marketing means that enterprises take the impact of
products on the ecology and natural environment as the main marketing strategy. A
company should focus on conveying the concept of a green environmental protection
culture which helps the company effectively establish a green image in the eyes of
consumers (Peattie and Charter 2003).

(6) Green recycling. Green recycling mainly refers to the secondary recycling
and re-utilization of waste materials on the basis of the principle of being eco-friendly
to the natural environment, so as to achieve the maximum value with the minimum
cost (Meshram et al. 2020).

To sum up, GSCM essentially refers to the integration of green and
environmental protection ideas into traditional SCM.

1.2 Research Objectives
This thesis explores how to use financial instruments to manage corporate
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financial risks in supply chains. The objectives for this research are established as
follows:

1. To establish an SCF system by applying two pre-shipment financing
strategies in order to explore whether the existence of a positive or negative
salvage value affects: 1) the optimal decisions of the participants under both
APD and BPOF; 2) the profits of supply chain participants; 3) the threshold
of the retailer's asset level under a single financing condition.

2. To develop a newsvendor model in a mobile phone supply chain with
consideration of the integration of two pre-shipment financing strategies and
a buyback policy. This enables examination of the impact of a mobile
phone’s buyback price and the difference between the buyback price and
salvage value on the decision makings of the participants under Buyback
Support Buyer-Backed Purchase Order Financing (BSBPOF) and Buyback
Support Advance Payment Discount (BSAPD), as well as to characterize the
financing equilibrium between BSAPD and BSBPOF.

3. To investigate a green TV supply chain by considering time-varying salvage
values in which the supplier can adopt pre-shipment financing strategies
(APD and BPOF) for the smooth production of new, greener products, so as
to analyze the effect of the TV time-vary salvage value on the decision
makings of the participants, as well as to measure the retailer’s risk level
under different financing schemes in the GSC.

1.3 Research Scope
The scope of this research concerns the interface of operations and finance,
taking into account various salvage values (e.g., positive and negative salvage values,
variable salvage values), rather than assuming zero or ignoring the importance of
salvage values. Pre-shipment financing instruments are applied for mitigating the
financial distress of suppliers rather than using post-shipment financing instruments.
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Therefore, the buyer's capital constraints and post-shipment financing instruments
are not discussed here. In addition, this research focuses on investigating the
importance of the difference between the buyback price and salvage value, rather than
studying supply chain coordination by using a buyback contract. This study also
considers how to help suppliers solve the problem of capital constraint so as to
produce more environmentally friendly green products, rather than discussing how
enterprises make optimal decisions according to different carbon sources, policies,
carbon emission costs. Finally, this research emphasizes the application of SCF in
high-tech industries is explained, rather than the theoretical model.

1.4 Research Contributions
In this sub-chapter, the contributions of this research to the literature are
summarized from the following aspects:

1.

The main contributions in Chapter 4 are in the following aspects: 1) The
positive and negative salvage values affect the optimal order quantity. The
buyer orders more products with a positive salvage value than those without
any salvage value and reduces orders for items with a negative salvage value;
2) Different salvage values affect the profits of the buyer and the overall
supply chain, since buying products with a positive salvage value reduces
the retailer’s losses; 3) the positive and negative salvage values affect the
threshold of the retailer's asset level under a single financing condition.
Specifically, a positive salvage value creates more inventory risk to the
retailer compared with no salvage value and a negative salvage value, so the
retailer should have a higher level of assets to ensure adequate funding for
the supplier through APD.

2.

A newsvendor model in an SCF system is developed in Chapter 5, where a
mobile phone supplier with limited funds sells products to a retailer facing
uncertain demand. Two major contributions are as follows: 1) It is the first
study that characterizes the financing equilibrium between BSAPD and
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BSBPOF, as well as studying the impact of both buyback price and salvage
value on the equilibrium. The smaller the difference between buyback price
and salvage value, the higher the capacity level, and the higher the supplier’s
profit. In BSAPD, with a higher difference, the supplier should offer a lower
discount rate to maintain a higher purchase price for the buyer, thus reducing
the financing costs and risks. While in BSBPOF, a financial institution’s
interest rate increases with the difference, and BSBPOF is preferred when
the buyback price is above a certain level and the difference is small.
Otherwise, BSAPD should be encouraged; 2) The insights presented in this
chapter are novel and contribute to the understanding of common but
underexplored issues in the financing of mobile phone manufacturing
enterprises.

3.

Chapter 6 mainly makes the following contributions: 1) This chapter focuses
on sustainability and green issues and presents a GSC model concerned with
green TVs; 2) Two effective financing instruments (APD and BPOF) are
applied here to help the financially constrained supplier produce green TVs
smoothly; 3) The salvage value of a TV varies according to the clearance
time, and the impact of the time-varying salvage value on the decision
making of the participants under APD and BPOF are analyzed. The
clearance time has an impact on the retailer’s optimal order quantity, the
supplier’s discount rate, and the financial institution’s interest rate; 4) This
chapter characterizes the financing equilibrium and the financing
equilibrium is BPOF when the clearance time is below a certain threshold or
when the retailer’s internal asset level is below a certain level, and the
threshold of the asset level is inversely proportional to the clearance time; 5)
A profit-risk analysis of different financing schemes is carried out to obtain
more insights. The results show that the profit risks of the TV retailer under
APD and BPOF are increasing with the order quantity and the clearance
time. The profit risks of the retailer and the entire supply chain via two
financing instruments are equal, which implies that the retailer’s profit risks
determine the whole supply chain’s risks.
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In general, this research contributes not only to the academic community but also
to industry with managerial insights: firstly, it provides accurate mathematical models
that can be used as benchmarks for supply chain operations and financing decisions
when products with different salvage values can be considered; secondly, it provides
new ideas for the application of SCF in specific industries; thirdly, it not only
provides useful management insights to suppliers but also provides decision-making
advice to other participants, such as retailers and third party financial institutions;
finally, it is also important to focus on green and sustainable development in supply
chain financing.

1.5 Research Significance
Recently, scholars in the field of management science have attached great
importance to research on the combination of operation management and financing
decisions, but there have been few systematic studies on the joint decision-making of
operation and financing under the financial constraints of suppliers. The supplier may
obtain financing through different channels, and in this study, the supplier is financed
through pre-shipment finance instruments. Further, many researchers implicitly or
explicitly assume that the salvage value has no influence on the model and ignore the
salvage value in short-term financing in order to simplify the calculation. However,
combining SCF with various salvage values is an important topic that is worth
studying. Therefore, this topic has the following theoretical and practical significance:

1.

Theoretical significance

The existing literature mainly discusses the operation and financing decisions of
the downstream enterprises of the supply chain under the financial constraint, and
rarely involves systematic studies on the financial constraint of upstream suppliers.
The scope of this research is subordinate to the operation and financial joint
decision-making problem in operation management. On the basis of systematically
studying the joint decision of business operation and financing under supplier capital
constraints, the study improves the existing literature system for supplier's financial
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constraints. What’s more, in the literature of SCF, many researchers ignored the
salvage value in short-term financing and assumed the salvage value of unsold
products was zero. However, in practice, there are positive and negative salvage
values, as well as time-varying salvage values. Therefore, the second theoretical
significance of this research is that it is the first time the related research in the field
of operation and finance has been expanded by considering various salvage values,
and the problems of the influence of the salvage value for the participants’ operations
and financing decisions have been proved. Thirdly, this research focuses on
investigating the importance of the difference between the buyback price and salvage
value when the supplier is responsible for the unsold products with the salvage value
based on the buyback contract. This research also provides references for helping
suppliers solve the capital constraint problem so as to produce more environmentally
friendly green products.

2.

Practical significance

In practice, how to finance capital-constraint enterprises is a worldwide problem.
This study investigates the optimization of operation and financing joint decisions and
discusses the best choices with various financing strategies in the environment of
perishable goods with salvage values, to provide a reference for the decision-making
of enterprises in practice. For instance, the research findings provide a reference for
choosing different financing modes for products with positive and negative salvage
values, salvage values responsible for the upstream supplier, as well as time-varying
salvage values. Hence this study is able to help core enterprises stabilize the supply
and marketing channels, improve market competitiveness and strengthen the
relationship with suppliers to ensure the number of products without financial
difficulties. Lastly, the model can be applied in a variety of industries that produce
goods with salvage value, such as high-tech industries, high-end clothing, and other
products that require disposal costs when discarded.
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1.6 Thesis Organization
The chapters of the thesis are organized as follows:

Chapter 1. Introduction: the current chapter.

Chapter 2. Literature Review: This part provides a literature review on the
related works in the field, including SCM, SCF, managing capital constraint of the
buyer and the supplier, perishable goods with salvage values, and application of
financing instruments.

Chapter 3. Problem Description: the research problem is described in detail
including problem background and problem statements.

Chapter 4. The Influence of Positive and Negative Salvage Values on Supply
Chain Financing Strategies: problem statements and model descriptions are first
introduced and the models considering both positive and negative salvage values are
presented. Then, some comparisons regarding the profits of the enterprises are made.
Finally, the study verifies the results via a numerical analysis and obtains some
managerial insights.

Chapter 5. The Impact of Buyback Support on Financing Strategies for a
Capital-Constrained Supplier in a Mobile Phone Supply Chain: problem statements
and model descriptions are introduced at first and then the models about BSAPD,
BSBPOF, and financing equilibrium are presented. The results are verified via a
numerical analysis and some managerial insights are obtained.

Chapter 6. Green Television Supply Chain Under Capital Constraint Considering
Time-Varying Salvage Value: this chapter first shows problem statements and model
descriptions. Then the models regarding APD, BPOF, and financing equilibrium with
considering time-varying salvage value are presented. Moreover, profit risks are
analyzed by a mean-variance method. The results are verified via a numerical analysis
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and some managerial sights are generated.

Chapter 7. Conclusions and Further Research: The thesis is concluded, and the
limitations and directions of future work are illustrated. Figure 1.2 shows the structure
of the research.

Figure 1.2 Structure of the research.
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CHAPTER 2 Literature Review

2.1 Supply Chain Management
In this chapter, a systematic literature review on SCM is firstly demonstrated in
Section 2.1. The introduction with recent literature of SCF is provided in Section 2.2.
Then the related literature on managing capital constraint of the buyer is presented in
Section 2.3, mitigating financial distress of the supplier, perishable goods with
salvage values, and the application of financing instruments in Sections 2.4, 2.5, and
2.6. In Section 2.7, the research gaps are presented in detail.

2.1.1 Overview of supply chain management

Nowadays, the competition among corporates has evolved into the competition
among various supply chains of enterprises, rather than the competition between
individual enterprises. A "supply chain" is a logistics network consisting of raw
materials, inventories, and finished goods moving between facilities such as suppliers,
production centers, warehouses, distribution centers, and retailers. Hence the supply
chain refers to the steps taken to deliver an item or service from its initial state to its
delivery to a customer (Kozlenkova et al. 2015). Each entity in the supply chain is
independent, and each economic entity has its own behavior, which may have an
influence on the operation and benefit. An important means to improve the
competitiveness of modern enterprises is to promote the supply chain’s operational
efficiency, which is also of great concern to modern enterprises.

SCM is an important process since an efficient supply chain is conducive to
lower costs and faster production cycles. Hence, to promote the supply chain to run
effectively, the supply chain must be well managed. Cooper and Ellram (1993)
defined SCM by using integrated thinking so as to manage the whole business process
of the distribution channel from the supplier to the final customer. Simchi-Levi et al.
(2008) put forward that SCM is to integrate suppliers, manufacturers, warehouses, and
distributors effectively so that goods can be produced and distributed in the right
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quantity at the right time and in the right place to meet customers’ requirements and
mitigate the total costs. SCM embodies an integration of the supply chain so that all
members share risks and benefits, design and control the cash flow, logistics flow, and
information flow to effectively improve the whole system’s efficiency, reduce costs,
and achieve the purpose of a win-win situation.

Three important factors are in the process of supply chain operation: information
flow, logistics, and capital flow. Only by properly coordinating the three factors can
the supply chain’s overall efficiency be better improved, and the competitiveness is
enhanced. The supplier processes the raw materials and makes the finished products
and sells them to the downstream retailers, who then sell the items to the customers.
This is the process of information flow and the logistics in the supply chain being
transferred from node to node. Money flows in the opposite direction of logistics,
from users to retailers to distributors to manufacturers to suppliers. As capital
intermediaries and credit intermediaries, banks will meet the risk avoidance and
financing needs of enterprises in all links. With the support of information flow,
capital flow and logistics can move, so information flow is a two-way flow. If the
information flow is not smooth, there will be severe and serious information
asymmetry between supply chain participants, thus reducing the supply chain’s
operating efficiency.

2.1.2 Supply chain contract

Supply chain contracts are provisions that ensure coordination between buyers
and sellers so as to optimize supply chain performance via providing appropriate
information and incentives. Pasternack (1985) put forward the concept of the supply
chain contract and studied the optimal wholesale price and return policy of perishable
goods. Supply chain contract design mainly solves two problems: the double marginal
effect and the bullwhip effect caused by information asymmetry. Here, the “double
marginalization effect” was first put forward by Spengler (1950), which means that
the marginal cost of retailers in decentralized decision making is often higher than
that in centralized decision making, and results in lower order quantity or higher retail
price of retailers and lower total profits. Supply chain coordination is an important
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part of SCM. Danese et al. (2004) defined it as the mode of planning, controlling, and
adjusting materials, parts, services, information, funds, and personnel effectively. In
the decentralized supply chain, each member enterprise is accustomed to make
decisions with the consistent aim of maximizing his or her interests, which leads to
the fact that the performance of the whole supply chain cannot reach the optimal state
in the centralized supply chain. To eliminate the "double marginalization effect", the
core enterprise may choose a contract to coordinate the behavior of each member.
Therefore, research on supply chain contract coordination is of great significance in
that it aims to change the relationship between enterprises through various
mechanisms and methods, eliminate the conflicts, and make every corporation strive
to maximize the profits. The objectives of the coordination contracts are (Arshinder et
al. 2008): 1) optimize the total profit of the supply chain; 2) minimize the salvage
costs related to inventory (excess inventory) and goodwill costs (shortage); 3) share
the risks. Each independent economic individual who pursues his or her maximum
profits leads to incongruence. The aim of coordination is to decide on each supply
chain member in a decentralized condition consistent with the overall decision of the
centralized system so as to realize the maximum total profits of the system and to
reasonably distribute the profits. Members should choose appropriate contracts
according to their own advantages, market information, benefit objectives, and other
conditions to stimulate and restrict the behavior of other members in order to
coordinate the supply chain.

Many types of supply chain contracts are studied (Saha and Goyal 2015), and
several contracts are described in detail below. Firstly, the wholesale price contract is
the most common in practice, which means that suppliers sell goods to retailers at a
certain wholesale price, and retailers determine their order quantity to maximize
profits. It is easy to execute with low operating costs, and the market risk is entirely
borne by the retailers, and the suppliers do not need to bear the risk, so it is favored by
the suppliers. However, Lariviere and Porteus (2001) proved that this contract could
be coordinated only when the wholesale price is equal to the cost of the products. The
supplier's profit is equal to zero, which is impossible, resulting in a “double
marginalization effect”. Secondly, the revenue sharing contract means that at the
beginning, suppliers sell commodities to distributors at a lower wholesale price. After
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the sales cycle, a certain proportion of the proceeds of products to suppliers are
distributed. Through revenue sharing, suppliers can share part of the risks caused by
market uncertainty, and profits of the supply chain can be redistributed among
different members to achieve coordination (Li et al. 2019). Thirdly, the options elastic
quantity contract refers that the retailers use the wholesale price to order some
products from suppliers and allow the suppliers to pay a fee for purchases in the
future. Under this contract, the retailer could purchase goods at a fixed price in the
future. Barnes et al. (2002) conducted a systematic study on option elastic quantity
contracts. Fourthly, the sales rebate contract has two forms: one is a linear rebate, in
which the supplier pays a certain proportion according to the final sales quantity of
the retailer after the sales season; The other is an incremental rebate. Only when the
retailer's sales quantity reaches a certain value can the supplier give a certain
proportion of rebate to the excess part. This contract type was studied by Netemeyer
et al. (2004) and Taylor (2002). Fifthly, the quantity flexibility contract is that the
retailer sets an order number before the sales season, and can then adjust the previous
order quantity according to the market demand (Tsay and Lovejoy 1999). Sixthly, the
quantity discount contract gives different discounts based on the retailer's order
quantity (Nie and Du 2017). The last one is the buyback contract, which is an
agreement for the manufacturer to buy back unsold products at a certain price at the
end of the sales period if the retailer has unsold products. The purpose of the buyback
contract is to promote the retailer to order more and ultimately improve the revenue.
With the buyback contract, the risk of uncertain market demand is shared by the
cooperative enterprises (Pasternack 1985; Xue, Hu, and Chen 2018). This contract is
very common in perishable goods supply chains. Figure 2.1 shows some supply chain
contracts.
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Figure 2.1 Common supply chain contracts.

Under the buyback contract, retailers return unsold products to sellers after the
sales season. The buyback contract not only motivates the retailer to order more and
further increase the market share but also loses the supplier’s brand image and
reputation due to product shortage. The buyback contract has been widely studied by
researchers. For instance, Marvel and Peck (1995) studied the impact of the buyback
contract on retailers' inventory and retail price decision-making process. When
suppliers provided retailers with higher buyback subsidies, retailers can be
encouraged to maintain high inventory levels in response to high market demand.
Katok and Wu (2009) investigated the performance of three different contracts
including the buyback contract, and the individual rational buyback contract was
designed by Devangan et al. (2013). Xue et al. (2018) studied the value of the
buyback contract and presented the effects of uncertainty of demand, level of
competition, and processing cost of the contract on the profits. A “capital-constrained
news supplier” problem in the SCF system was studied by Shi et al. (2020), in which
the manufacturer provided a buyback contract that compensates lenders if the retailer
defaults. Wang et al. (2021) studied the signaling effect of repurchase contracts when
retailers did not know the manufacturer's reliability in fulfilling its repurchase
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commitments or the market potential of its products.

2.1.3 Green supply chain management
The costs of global warming are getting higher and higher, affecting economies
around the world. One of the main causes of the greenhouse effect is that more carbon
dioxide is being released into the atmosphere (Gleick et al. 2010). GSCM aims to
encourage suppliers and retailers to consider energy conservation and emission
reduction when making business decisions, in an attempt to solve the pollution
problems caused by industrial development (Bhatia and Gangwani 2020; Rinaldi et al.
2021). Because of the increasing awareness of the significance of environmental
protection, researchers have paid more and more attention to solve the pollution
problem caused by industrial development in SCM. Many studies have included
sustainability and environmental concepts into GSCM (Sheu et al. 2005).

Cheah and Phau (2011) observed that consumers have an environmentally
friendly attitude when purchasing products. Cheah and Phau (2011) investigated the
relationship between consumers' knowledge of environmental pollution and their
purchase intention regarding green products. Zhao et al. (2012) found that improving
the environmental performance of enterprises can increase economic profits.
Subsequently, Zhang and Liu (2013) established a GSC coordination model with three
levels where customer demand depends on product greenness. Recently, Jamali and
Barzoki (2018) discussed the revenue sharing contract in the GSC model. Gao et al.
(2020) investigated the dual-channel GSC with the eco-label policy. Agi et al. (2020)
made a systematic review in GSCM. Bhatia and Gangwani (2020) reviewed the
empirical research on GSCM and discussed its current status. Zou et al. (2021) put
forward a risk standard evaluation system of GSC, and the correlation degree among
supply chain risk factors was clarified by using the grey correlation analysis method.
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2.2 Supply Chain Finance

2.2.1 Overview of supply chain finance

Research on SCF dates back to the 1970s and the impact of the changes on
policies related to trade credit and inventories were reviewed by Budin and Eapen
(1970). De Boer et al. (2015) first used the term "Supply Chain Finance", believing
that SCF represents the control and optimization of capital flow caused by material
flow. In the beginning, it did not arouse much recognition among researchers, but
after the financial crisis in September 2008, SCF, as a new financing strategy, has
attracted more and more attention. One of the most important reasons for the rise of
SCF is that it provides convenient and reliable financial services to the supply chain
enterprises through the core enterprise in the supply chains. It can effectively release
the overall supply chain operation cost, mitigate and prevent operating risks, realize
mutually beneficial coexistence of enterprises and financial institutions, and promote
the sustainable development of industrial ecology. SCF generally has three aspects
(Steeman 2014; Templar et al. 2016; Zhao and Huchzermeier 2018b), as shown in
Figure 2.2. First of all, the SCF refers to the optimization planning, management, and
control of the supply chain cash flow to promote the efficient material flow in the
supply chain (Wuttke et al. 2013). Secondly, the SCF is a collection of financial
instruments to improve the efficiency of capital flows in the supply chain. Pfohl and
Gomm (2009) defined financing optimization and financing process integration
among customers, suppliers, and service providers. Thirdly, the SCF can simply
describe Supplier Financing (SF) as a retailer-driven accounts payable solution, where
the lender purchases receivables only from retailers with specific information
transparency (Klapper 2005).
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Figure 2.2 Aspects of SCF.

The major benefit of SCF programs is to reduce financing costs for suppliers or
buyers. These programs further strengthen supply chain relationships, increase the
negotiating power of its members, and improve financial services (Lekkakos et al.
2016; Zhao and Huchzermeier 2018b). Specifically, the supplier can immediately
access cash, improve cash flow visibility, lower financing costs and there is no debt
on the balance sheet; the retailer can lower the cost of goods sold, decrease supply
chain risks, and use financing strength as a competitive advantage; the bank earns
income from financing, have new customers-suppliers who gain financing. What’s
more, for the whole supply chain, costs and risks are lowered and working capital is
optimized for all parties. Figure 2.3 shows the benefits of SCF for each party (Zhao
and Huchzermeier 2018b).
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Figure 2.3 Supply chain finance benefits.

2.2.2 Classification of supply chain finance

SCF is divided into different categories. On one hand, regarding the time
dimension, SCF instruments can be classified into three classes: pre-shipment
financing, in-transit financing, and post-shipment financing (Zhao and Huchzermeier
2018b), as illustrated in Figure 2.4.

a) Pre-shipment financing. This refers to funds advanced to a supplier to support the
cost of activities carried out before the shipment of the product (i.e., purchase
costs, labor costs, and other overhead costs, etc.) and to provide additional
working capital. Credit risk is relatively high because pre-shipment financing is
based on purchase orders rather than invoices and it is based on the trust
relationship between the buyer and the seller. Therefore, the interest rate is
usually high, although it can be lowered according to the creditworthiness of an
established retailer. The release of a new product can serve as an example
application for such SCF. Here, suppliers need working capital to meet capacity
investments in new production facilities, and then retailers (banks or financial
institutions) start financing suppliers.
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b) In-transit financing. This approach offers a loan from a bank or financial
institution based on products or inventory currently being shipped or embedded in
other logistics processes. The risk is less than the first financing situation.

c) Post-shipment financing. This enables the capital demander to obtain working
capital from the bank or financial institutions based on accounts receivable. In
this case, the collateral is an invoice, shipping document, or a draft on the retailer.
Consequently, the risks are lower than the first two types.

Figure 2.4 Timing-based classification of SCF.

On the other hand, based on the availability of collateral, SCF can be divided
into arm's length financing and relationship financing (Navas-Alemán et al. 2012;
Zhao and Huchzermeier 2018b), as shown in Figure 2.5.

d) The arm’s-length financial instrument is based on verifiable information or
tangible collateral, such as invoices, bills of exchange, purchase orders, and so on,
so they are related to enforcement mechanisms in the case of non-delivery or
non-payment. Therefore, financial institutions can more accurately estimate and
control the credit risk on the basis of the verifiable collateral.
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e) Relationship financing relies on the trust relationship established between the
buyer and the seller, rather than a binding contractual relationship, as a result,
there is rarely any tangible collateral. Supply chain financial service providers are
typically members or platform service providers in supply chain operations. They
fully understand the borrower’s credit status, transaction history and supply chain
operation ability, and can accurately assess the borrower's credit status, so as to
make financing decisions.

Figure 2.5 Classification of SCF based on the availability of collateral.

2.2.3 Supply chain financing instruments

The characteristics of SCF instruments based on the collateral, beneficiaries, sum
financed and credit guarantee providers, and payment timing are reviewed (Zhao and
Huchzermeier 2018b), as shown in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1. An overview of SCF instruments.

SCF instrument

Advance payment

Collateral

Purchase order

Financier

Buyer

Supplier and

discount
Purchase order

Beneficiary

Credit

Payment

guarantee

timing

Buyer

Pre-shipment

buyer
Purchase order

Bank

Supplier

Supplier

Pre-shipment

Buyer-backed

Validated

Bank

Supplier

Buyer

Pre-shipment

purchase order

purchase order

Bank

Supplier

Warehouse

In-transit

Bank

Borrower

Borrower

In-transit

financing

financing
Warehouse receipt

Warehouse

financing

receipt

Inventory pledged

Pledged

financing

inventory

Trade credit

Invoice

Supplier

Buyer

Supplier

Post-shipment

Dynamic

Invoice

Supplier

Buyer

Supplier

Post-shipment

Recourse factoring

Invoice

Bank

Supplier

Supplier

Post-shipment

Non-recourse

Invoice

Bank

Supplier

Supplier and

Post-shipment

discounting

factoring
Reverse factoring

buyer
Validated

Bank

Supplier

Buyer

Post-shipment

Bank

Supplier

Buyer

Post-shipment

invoice
Letter of credit

Bill of lading

Specific financing instruments are introduced as follows:

f)

Advance payment discount: The buyer pays at the unit discount prior to delivery,
which is discussed in more detail later.

g) Purchase order financing: The bank purchases accounts receivable from the
supplier before shipment according to the purchase order.

h) BPOF: The bank purchases supplier receivables guaranteed by the buyer under
the purchase order, and the buyer's credit rating is particularly important in this
form of financing
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i)

Warehouse receipt financing: This financing is known as the “warehouse receipt
pledge financing, warehouse financing”, and refers to the applicant having full
ownership of the goods stored in its commercial bank's designated storage
company and issued by the parties on warehouse receipt pledge in the bank
(Mahanta 2012).

j)

Inventory pledged financing: This refers to the business activities in which the
enterprise (the borrower) in need of financing pledges its inventory to the fund
provider (the lender) and meanwhile transfers the inventory to the logistics
enterprise with the legal inventory storage qualification for safekeeping to obtain
the loan from the lender. It is the chattel pledge business with the participation of
the logistics enterprise. (Song et al. 2016).

k) Trade credit: The retailer is offered a discount for advance payment. Interest is
charged on deferred payments. In other words, it is a financial instrument that
gives buyers a discount when they pay within a specified period. If the buyer
remits later, he or she will have to pay the wholesale price in addition to the
pre-specified interest (Giannetti et al. 2011).

l)

Dynamic discounting: The retailer is offered a discount based on the time it takes
to receive the payment. Interest rates depend entirely on the credit ratings of
suppliers and buyers (Gelsomino et al. 2018).

m) Recourse factoring: The seller sells accounts receivable at a discount
for immediate payment to a bank or a financial institution with recourse. In
recourse factoring, the financier is entitled to require the supplier to pay any
unpaid invoice amount (Auboin et al. 2016).

n) Non-recourse factoring: This refers to factoring taking over the receivables of the
debtor and providing bad debt guarantee liability from the supplier within the
credit line according to the debtor's approved credit line provided by the supplier.
(Auboin et al. 2016).
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o) Reverse factoring: In this, the buyer of the accounts receivable bought by the
factoring is a company with a high credit level. Therefore, the bank evaluates the
credit risk to implement factoring, and the credit recovery flow is also directly
from the buyer. Small suppliers with financing difficulties can use their
receivables of large buyers for working capital financing and reduce the financing
cost of small suppliers by replacing the high credit risk of small suppliers with the
low credit risk of large buyers (Van der Vliet et al. 2015).

p) Letter of credit: a bank or financial institution guarantees that the buyer makes
payment to the supplier. The buyer makes the payment within the specified date
upon presentation of the documents. The beneficiary can transfer the credit to
another company upon mutual agreement, which then has the right to use the
credit. The bank issuing the letter of credit usually needs to pledge securities or
documents (such as bills of lading) as collateral (Ahn and Sarmiento 2019).

Moreover, supply chain companies are increasingly concerned about
environmental and social sustainability. Nestle, for instance, cooperated with the local
government and a local bank to provide financial support to farmers to solve the
shortage of funds for dairy farmers. It embraced the principle of "creating shared
value" as part of its sustainability strategy. (Gong et al. 2017). Nevertheless, few
studies have examined the correlation among GSC, sustainability, and SCF. Therefore,
it is worth studying how SCF promotes the sustainable development of the supply
chain and produces more environmentally friendly green products. For instance, Dye
and Yang (2015) examined sustainable trade credit and supplementary decisions with
considering carbon emission regulations. Therefore, combining GSC and SCF is
becoming a fertile area for SCM research.

2.3 Managing Capital Constraint of Buyer
One of the most important decisions cash-strapped buyers face is how to raise
working capital. In response to the financial constraints of buyers, trade credit and
bank finance are two common financing methods to solve the problem. Generally
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speaking, bank finance requires enterprises to have sufficient collateral and a good
credit record, while trade finance is more flexible, which is an important channel for
enterprises, particularly for Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises (SMEs), to derive
financing. Many sellers are willing to offer trade credits to their buyers so that the
retail channel can operate sustainably. With this credit, the buyer can defer payment
until the product is sold.

Trade credit is a very common way of financing in business activities. Jing et al.
(2012) detected financing balance between bank credit and trade credit when a retailer
had limited capital. Kouvelis and Zhao (2012) analyzed the importance of trade credit,
and a novel model with trade credit was proposed by Zhong et al. (2018) in order to
optimize the location, transportation, inventory, and financing costs of the system.
Alan and Gaur (2018) explored the importance of inventory in both bank financing
and trade credit. The interaction between financial decisions and operational decisions
for a retailer with limited capital under a carbon cap-and-trade mechanism was
studied by Cao and Yu (2018), and trade credit financing was used to tackle the issue
of lack of funds. In order to achieve good coordination and maximize the profit of
each member, Ghosh et al. (2021) proposed a strategy (manufacturers provide trade
credit to the retailer, and provide prepaid wholesale price discounts to the financially
strong retailer). In fact, many academics have shown that trade credit is benefit to
finance capital-constrained buyers (Jing et al. 2012; Jing and Seidmann 2014;
Kouvelis and Zhao 2012). Moreover, Yang et al. (2017) examined the impact of
equity financing on the optimal decisions of one supplier and two capital-constrained
retailers and the supply chain performance. Yan et al. (2018) explored two SCF
options for capital-constrained retailers: SF and Supplier Investment (SI), and found
that supply chain participants preferred SI over SF if the retailer was very
capital-constrained. Huang et al. (2019) established a two-tier game model in which
the retailer could receive financing from a bank via supplier credit guarantee loan.
Luo et al. (2020) studied the optimal purchasing decision of a two-level GSC under
SF and bank financing and found that whether SF or bank financing, the benefits of
the participants were higher than the benefits in the benchmark model, and cleaner
production would benefit more to supply chain participants. Therefore, the above
studies are mainly based on post-shipment financing to deal with the downstream
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buyer’s financial constraints.

2.4 Mitigating Financial Distress of Supplier
Another category of the relevant literature focuses on the effects of mitigating
financial constraints on upstream suppliers. Suppliers need to have sufficient working
capital in order to maintain production and other business operations, but in some
cases, many suppliers may not have sufficient working capital. When suppliers supply
downstream retailers, for example, they often have to endure long payment delays
after delivery. As a result, suppliers, especially those of SMEs, need cash and capital
to maintain their operations. In addition, many cash-strapped suppliers had to abandon
lucrative orders because they did not have the money to complete the production of
the orders. However, small and medium-sized suppliers struggle to get cheap
financing because they lack credit histories and collateral of sufficient value. Some
suppliers often resort to high-interest loans, taking on too much economic burden,
increasing the overall cost and reducing the supply chain efficiency.

To address suppliers’ financial distress, besides bank financing and reverse
factoring, some enterprises provide financing to suppliers directly through various
means, such as advance payment for each order, establishing a common financing
plan for suppliers, or even buying suppliers’ inventory to relieve their financial
pressure. This financial method has aroused wide concern (Van der Vliet et al. 2015).
Tanrisever et al. (2015) studied how reverse factoring created value for enterprises, as
well as the impact of the spread of exogenous financing cost, working capital policy,
payment term extension, and risk-free interest rate determined by the bank on the
value. Rui and Lai (2015) discussed supplier deferred payment as a way to encourage
the supplier to invest in improving product quality. They showed that deferred
payment could improve investment and compared its effectiveness with buyer's
product inspection. Huang et al. (2018) indirectly supported small suppliers by using
BPOF with a reputable buyer and two capital-constrained suppliers, where the buyer
provided a partial or full guarantee to share the financing risks of the bank, thus
assisting SMEs in applying for loans. Reindorp et al. (2018) used Purchase Order
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Financing (POF) to solve the financial constraint problem of a supplier and showed
that the retailer might be inclined to ease the financial constraints of the supplier by
adjusting the wholesale price or combining the wholesale price with commitments.
Tang et al. (2018) considered information asymmetry in both buyer direct financing
and POF and showed that if the supplier had severe capital constraints, superior
information made buyer direct financing more attractive. Other works on various
seller financing solutions can be found in Xiao and Zhang (2018), Tunca and Zhu
(2018), Zhao and Huchzermeier (2018a), Yang et al. (2019), and others.

The study is based on the recent literature on reducing financial constraints by
APD and BPOF and the literature on the integration of SCF into green supply chains.

1. APD

Some scholars have begun to study the field of operations management in
advance payment (Fisher and Raman 1996; Maiti et al. 2009). For example, a supply
chain with one supplier and several retailers was studied by Thangam (2012) to
provide advance payment discounts for customers with two-level trade credit. He also
compared the interest earned from prepaid, immediate, and deferred payment plans. A
real coded genetic algorithm was used by Gupta et al. (2009) to solve the
mixed-integer constrained optimization problem with APD. Chen et al. (2017)
analyzed the effectiveness of early payment financing with a cash-strapped
manufacturer as well as a cash-rich retailer in a pull supply chain. Qin et al. (2019)
used the game theory analysis method to test the value of APD to carbon emission
reduction and production and found that in the absence of financial constraints,
prepayment financing with a low-price discount could increase profits. Khan et al.
(2019) described the effect of early-payment financing on supply decisions for
perishable goods and showed that the demand depended on price and inventory. The
advance payment policy was also studied by Li et al. (2019), Zhang et al. (2016),
Khan et al. (2020), Manna et al. (2020).

2. BPOF
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To satisfy the financing needs of the suppliers, POF has recently emerged,
secured by tangible assets, and repayment of POF loans is subject to the supplier
successfully delivering the relevant purchase order. When there is no buyer guarantee,
the interest rate on such financing relies on the credit rating of the supplier. Wu (2017)
analyzed POF and financial subsidies and showed the impact of loan interest rates on
buyers' purchasing and financing decisions. To solve the problem of direct financing
by the buyer and order financing without buyer's guarantee in the signal game, Tang
et al. (2018) studied the influence of information asymmetry on cost. Reindorp et al.
(2018) presented the effect of a POF scheme, and Tang et al. (2018) considered
information asymmetry in both buyer direct financing and POF and showed that if the
supplier had severe capital constraints, superior information made buyer direct
financing more attractive. When the POF loan is guaranteed by the buyer with good
credit, the financing rate of the supplier depends on the buyer's credit. This
arrangement is known as BPOF. This variant allows the suppliers to sign a larger
number of orders based on external funding from banks, or other financial institutions.
Cao et al. (2019) used BPOF to help alleviate the financial difficulties of the suppliers
and increase the income of the retailer. Besides, they demonstrated how the initial
capital of suppliers and inventory risks of supply chain members affected the optimal
decision.

3. Integration of SCF into green supply chains

The research of Zhan et al. (2018) showed that advance payment and reverse
factoring could promote the supply chain’s sustainability and efficiency. A green
inventory model was developed by Tiwari et al. (2019) to help the enterprise
maximize annual total profits under different trade credit policies and reduce the
environmental impact. Xu and Fang (2020) developed an emission-dependent model
with partial credit guarantee and trade credit. Ghosh et al. (2021) focused on GSCM
and developed a strategy based on advanced payment policies for manufacturers and
trade credit facilities for retailers. Abdel Basset et al. (2020), Zhao et al. (2020), Lin
and He (2019), Luo et al. (2020), and Li et al. (2021) also integrated SCF with green
supply chains.
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2.5 Perishable Goods with Salvage Values
With the rapid development of science and technology and the economy, more
and more new products are being frequently launched. With the increasing number of
these new products, some companies eliminate the old products as soon as they
launch the new products. After new products are launched, the market share of the old
perishable goods drops rapidly and may not be fully sold in the normal selling season.
Retailers often clear excess inventory through the salvage value approach (Wang and
Webster 2009). Salvage value is the amount received by selling unsold products at the
end of the sales season. For assets with significant secondary market value, such as
vehicles, earth-moving equipment, or assets with significant scrap value, such as ships,
the salvage value may be a key factor in the replacement decision because it involves
cash flow (Adkins and Paxson 2017). Based on the final value, perishable goods with
salvage value can be broadly classified into two types—positive salvage value and
negative salvage value. The details are as follows.

1.

Perishable goods with a positive salvage value

Perishable goods with positive salvage value mainly fall into the following
categories. First of all, high-tech products usually have a positive salvage value. At
the end of the market life cycle, there are a lot of unsold products, especially in
high-tech industries such as smartphones, tablets, and wearables. These products
remain fully functional after the sales period. In other words, a product with a high
salvage value means that its market value disappears quickly, but the use value of the
product does not decline sharply over time and can be maintained for a certain period
of time. The second is to focus on the brand value of high-end products. High-end
products in showcases are expensive because the price of these products is related to
the brand value. At some point, a high-end product may be completely unwanted in
the next season. For example, expensive fashions designed by famous fashion
designers will be out of fashion in the second year, and sellers are also reluctant to cut
prices to protect their brands. Mauer and Ott (1995) interpreted salvage value and
depreciation as functions of stochastic operating costs, while Dobbs (2004) embedded
salvage values in the single-factor model. Yu and Xiang (2016) studied the optimal
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yield and expected profits of a manufacturer with different salvage value channel
structures. Yang et al. (2014) studied two competing retailers with revenue targets and
found that positive and non-positive salvage values could result in varying outcomes.
A salvage value contract was designed by Castañeda et al. (2019) under which the
United Nations World Food Programme would purchase the remaining stock from the
manufacturer at salvage value.

2.

Perishable goods with a negative salvage value

When the salvage value is negative, it means that it constitutes an expense. For
many industries, dealing with products with negative salvage value is a critical
problem. This is because, with increasing concern for the environment, regulated
companies cannot simply discard out-of-season products, some of which produce
harmful substances in the process. As a result, they may have to spend additional
processing costs to make them safe and protect the environment, thus leading to
negative salvage value (Welke 1988). These include goods such as unsold
over-the-counter medicines, chemicals. Most previous research on perishable goods
considered a positive salvage value case, and few studies also incorporated a negative
salvage value into the model. Yang et al. (2011) studied a single price-setting
newsvendor approach and assumed the salvage value strictly positive. Keren and
Pliskin (2006) obtained the first-order condition of optimality of the expected utility
maximization problem with risk aversion and pointed out that the salvage value could
even be less than zero. Zhang et al. (2019) showed that when the net salvage value
was negative, implementing a Money-Back Guarantee was not a great choice for the
manufacturer.

In addition, it is clear that the majority of the research assumed that the salvage
value was fixed. But some scholars and empirical evidence pointed out that the
salvage value was variable (Cachon and Kök 2007; Alan and Gaur 2018), and no
researchers have yet investigated the time-varying salvage value.

As far as we know, there are few papers in the field of SCM that consider both
the salvage value and financing scheme. Chen et al. (2018) presented that the salvage
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value affected the fairness-concerned seller’s optimal order quantity via buyback
guarantee financing mode. Lekkakos et al. (2016) suggested that operation decisions
and SMEs’ performance were affected by reverse factoring and assumed that any
leftover products could be salvaged at the unit production cost.

2.6 Application of Financing Instruments
In some specific industries, such as manufacturing or retailing, SCF is more
worthy of researchers' attention. Klapper (2006) illustrated the benefits of reverse
factoring and POF through the Nafin project in Mexico. Filbeck et al. (2016) explored
the influence of supply chain disruptions on rivals in the automotive industry. Chen et
al. (2019) took Jingdong, a large Chinese e-commerce platform, as an example, and
studied the role of SCF in improving the competitive advantage of online retail firms
and determined the motivation and contributing factors for adopting SCF. The mobile
phone supply chain is worth studying, and Wang et al. (2019) considered a single
mobile service operator and examined how fairness affects pricing, subsidies, and
channel selection between unlocked channels and bundled channels in the field of
SCM. Besides, most SCF studies focus on retailers' capital constraints, with little
discussion of supplier capital constraints (Yan et al. 2020; Tang et al. 2018; Tunca
and Zhu 2018). Moreover, existing SCF research fails to apply financing tools to the
mobile phone and television industries for solving the financing difficulties of
suppliers and in mitigating financing risks.

2.7 Research Gaps
The research gaps are stated as follows:

1.

Post-shipment financing has received a lot of attention. However,
pre-shipment financing is also critical for both trade and emerging markets.
Credit risk is relatively high in pre-shipment financing is based on a
purchase order rather than an invoice and it relies on the trust relationship
between the buyer and the seller. Therefore, pre-shipment financing is worth
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studying. Furthermore, there is sparse literature on how to solve the problem
of supply chain working capital constraints through APD and BPOF, most of
which are solved via bank financing, trade credit, and reverse factoring.

2.

Most research models assume the salvage value of unsold products to be
zero or negligible. However, in real life, the salvage value of unsold goods
can be positive or negative based on the end of the quarter value. Hence, the
positive or negative salvage value is an important topic worth studying. Up
to now, there has been no systematic study reported in the SCF literature as
to whether the existence of positive and negative salvage values affects the
operations and financing decisions. Moreover, it is clear that most of the
research assumed that the salvage value was fixed. However, some scholars
and empirical evidence pointed out that the salvage value was variable
(Cachon and Kök 2007; Alan and Gaur 2018), and no researchers have yet
to investigate the time-varying salvage value, that is, the later the clearance,
the smaller the salvage value.

3.

Typically, if there are some unsold goods after the sales quarter, retailers are
assumed to dispose of those items themselves in most studies, but in real life,
retailers can return the unsold inventory to the suppliers. Buyback policy
means that the supplier buys back unsold products at a certain price from the
retailer, however, there is sparse literature on integrating the salvage value
and the SCF under buyback policy, although this problem is faced
by practitioners. Investigating how the difference between the buyback price
and salvage value affects the optimal operational decisions in supply chains
is important.

4.

When previous studies focused on GSC and environmental sustainability,
they mainly discussed how enterprises make optimal decisions according to
different carbon sources, policies, carbon emission costs. However, few
studies have considered the relationship between GSC and SCF, and how to
help suppliers solve the problem of capital constraint to produce more
environmentally friendly green products need studying.
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5.

Existing research on SCF is seldom applied in specific industries. Therefore,
scholars can consider the application of SCF in various industries, such as
high-tech industries. Therefore, it is very meaningful to apply financing
tools to the mobile phone and TV supply chains to solve the financing
problems of suppliers.

To fill the above research gaps, this thesis investigates the use of pre-shipment
financing to help cash-constrained upstream suppliers for producing products
smoothly rather than post-shipment financing to finance the downstream buyers.
Various salvage values such as positive and negative salvage values and
time-dependent salvage values are considered in the models. Besides, this research
contributes to previous research by examining the impact of the difference between
the buyback price and the salvage value on operating decisions and financing issues.
This study also helps to bring management significance to players in the mobile
phone and TV fields and helps the supplier to produce more environmentally friendly
green goods.
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CHAPTER 3 Problem Description
In this Chapter, firstly the problem background is introduced in Section 3.1.
Section 3.2 presents the problem statements.

3.1 Problem Background
In the 21st century, the world has gradually entered a new industrial revolution,
and the competition in the manufacturing industry has intensified, which has brought
new opportunities and challenges to suppliers. However, the existence of many
suppliers often hinders the realization of an efficient supply chain due to financial
constraints and financing difficulties. This is a capital-constrained supply chain,
which refers to the supply chain with insufficient working capital of upstream and/or
downstream enterprises. Therefore, how to deal with the ubiquitous corporate
financial constraints and financing problems has become a key issue. In addressing
this problem, SCF is a significant approach that optimizes the working capital of the
supply chain’s participants. This financial mode makes use of the high-quality credit
loan resources of the core companies to help capital-constrained enterprises obtain
funds. In the past few years, various SCF models have been proposed and applied in
the steel, automobile, construction machinery, household appliances, and other
industries (Chen et al. 2017). Effectively using external and internal sources of funds
to solve the supply chain parties’ working capital constraints is a significant research
field. A buyer can finance the supplier through APD to alleviate the financial stress
before product delivery. The unit discount provided by the supplier can also be
viewed as the amount of interest on deferred payment which encourages the retailer to
pay upfront. However, there is sparse literature on how to solve the problem of supply
chain working capital constraints through APD. Furthermore, considering external
financing instruments to address the financial problems is also important. BPOF is an
external financing tool to deal with the capital-constrained supplier’s problem. A
financial institution provides loans according to a reliable buyer purchase order before
product delivery. However, there is little information on BPOF despite it emerging as
a financing instrument. Hence, Chapter 4 and Chapter 6 of this study focus on both
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APD and BPOF to deal with the financial stress of the supplier. Furthermore, in real
life, retailers can return the unsold inventory to the suppliers. Motivated by this fact,
in Chapter 5, two financing options are studied to address the shortage of funds of a
smartphone supplier under a buyback policy where the unsold phones can be bought
back by the handset vendor. To be specific, one option is BSAPD, which specifies that
the downstream retailer pays in advance while the supplier offers a unit discount on
the wholesale price, and the supplier buys back unsold products with salvage value
after the sales season. The other option is BSBPOF, whereby a financial institution
offers the supplier loans guaranteed by the downstream retailer before product
delivery, and the unsold items will be bought back by the supplier after the normal
sales season.

Further, with the progress of science and technology and the intensification of
market competition, the product life cycle is shortened, and the replacement of
products is accelerated. An increasing number of products (such as electronic products,
personal computers, information products, toys, cosmetics and perfumes, and fashion
items) have the typical characteristics of perishable products, which are seasonal or
short-lived (Tsay 2001). Due to the uncertainty of market demand, buyers may
purchase more goods from suppliers before the beginning of the sales season than the
market demand, so they may face the problem of excess inventory. In practice,
retailers can clear excess inventory using the salvage value (Wang and Webster 2009).
Salvage value is the amount gained by processing unsold inventory after the selling
season. The salvage value of these goods still exists and is positive (still valuable) or
even negative (generating processing costs). In many previous works in the literature
on SCF (Tang et al. 2018; Cao and Yu 2018; Tunca and Zhu 2018), the salvage value
was ignored in short-term financing in order to simplify the calculation; thus, the
salvage value of unsold products was set to zero in such studies. Most previous
research on perishable goods considered a positive salvage value case, and few
studies also incorporated a negative salvage value as well into the model. There has
been no systematic study in the SCF literature as to whether the existence of positive
and negative salvage values affects the operations and financing decisions. Hence the
positive or negative salvage value in Chapter 4 is an important topic that needs
studying. In addition, in real life, the salvage value can the responsibility of the
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suppliers since the retailers can return the unsold inventory to the suppliers, hence in
Chapter 5, this phenomenon is studied. Moreover, some scholars and empirical
evidence pointed out that the salvage value was variable (Alan and Gaur 2018;
Cachon and Kök 2007), and no researchers have yet investigated the time-varying
salvage value. In Chapter 6, the salvage value is a function of time, that is, all
remaining stock is cleared at time-dependent salvage value, and the later the clearance
time, the lower the salvage value.

Further, in some specific industries, such as the mobile phone and television
industries, SCF is more worthy of researchers' attention. Firstly, smartphones have
developed rapidly in recent years. According to Statista, the number of smartphone
users worldwide now exceeds 3.8 billion, which means that around 45% of the global
population owns a smartphone. That is a big increase from the 2.5 billion users in
2016 (Statista, 2020). In many countries with dense populations, the smartphone
market still has great potential. However, due to the large investment in mobile phone
research and development and the high production cost, some mobile phone suppliers
are often restricted by the lack of funds in the process of product production and
supply. When these suppliers are short of funds, the downstream buyers will be at risk
of a shortage of goods, which may influence the normal operation of the buyer
enterprises, as well as the whole supply chains, even the suppliers themselves, may be
on the verge of bankruptcy. For example, Gionee, once China's largest handset maker,
declared bankruptcy in 2018 due to a breakdown in its funding chain, after owing 648
creditors about $3 US billion. In addition to the ubiquity of mobile phones, the
smartphone industry is updating more frequently than ever before, ranging from a
year to a few months (Liu et al. 2019). Except for Apple, which releases a phone
every year, other manufacturers such as Samsung, Huawei, OPPO, Xiaomi, and Vivo
release new models within a few months. Retailers also stock up on new phones to
meet growing consumer demand. The study of this industry is set out in Chapter 5.
Secondly, television is now an indispensable part of any family in modern society.
According to the Statista Research Department (2021), about 229 million televisions
(TVs) were sold in 2017 alone, of which Asia was the largest buyer, accounting for
one-third of all TV sales in 2018. Since 2010, the number of households with TVs
worldwide has increased by hundreds of millions. Of the 128 million households in
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the United States, more than 90% have at least one TV set. With the advancement of
electronics technology, especially the rapid development of semiconductor technology,
technological innovation in the TV field has accelerated significantly. Over the years,
televisions have undergone tremendous changes in appearance, size, shape, image
quality, design, and viewing methods. Figure 3.1 gives a brief overview of the key
technologies and capabilities of TVs from 1924 to 2020 (TAB-TV, 2020; Wikipedia,
2021). The rapid renewal of a TV is not only due to the public's attention to the
upgrading of TV technology, but also the idea of environmental issues becoming more
and more important in the development of TV. Recently, there has been an increasing
demand for green TVs, and the function and fashionable appearance are no longer the
main factors that impress buyers.

Figure 3.1 Overview of the key technologies and capabilities of TVs from 1924 to 2020.

Green TV is mainly reflected in two aspects. Firstly, it is reflected in televisions
becoming more energy-saving, with low energy consumption characteristics. Table
2.2 compares the power consumption of LED, LCD, CRT, and plasma TVs (Energy
Use Calculator. 2019). As can be seen from Table 3.1, energy conservation and
environmental protection have become the development trends in the TV market, and
green technology is developing rapidly. It is found that big-screen TVs consume more
energy than small-screen TVs, and new TVs consume less energy than old TVs. The
most famous brands, such as Samsung, LG, and Sharp, all use the most
energy-efficient TV technology and lead the market. On the other hand, the selection
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of raw materials for electronic products has been identified as a crucial global
environmental problem by many scholars (e.g., Awasthi et al. (2018); Ikhlayel (2018);
Gollakota et al. (2020)). A growing number of TV suppliers have upgraded their raw
materials to reduce or eliminate harmful substances, including eliminating the use of
environmentally harmful heavy metals such as lead and mercury and using new
materials that can be recycled. For instance, a TV from LG (55E9 55-inch E9 OLED
4K) won sustainability and eco-design awards at the Consumer Electronics Show in
January 2019, mainly because the TV is made of environmentally friendly and
recyclable materials, including natural glass (Vertatique, 2019). Furthermore, in 2019,
the European Union passed a ban on the use of all organic halogen flame retardants in
electronic product enclosures. More than a dozen major TV brands, such as Hisense,
LG, Samsung, and Sony, protect their customers by producing safer TVs that do not
contain harmful flame retardants. The TV market has been experiencing a wave of
replacement sets in recent years as an increasing number of people pursue green TVs.

Table 3.1. Electricity power use by TV type.

Screen Size (Inches)

Electricity Power Use (Watts)
LED TV

LCD TV

CRT TV

Plasma TV

15

15

18

65

---

20

24

26

90

---

24

40

50

120

---

30

50

60

---

150

37

60

80

---

180

50

100

150

---

300

Therefore, due to the continuous renewal of green TV, more and more off-season
products that are less environmentally friendly cannot be sold during the sales season.
Hence the management of out-of-season TVs with time-varying salvage value has
become a significant issue that can not only reduce the profit loss of the retailers'
remaining inventory but also benefits the development of global sustainable
development and environmental protection. The TV sets that are eliminated during the
peak sales season can be resold to remote areas of the country or other economically
poor, developing countries. As a result, TVs in these regions have also been upgraded
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to be more environmentally friendly than their previous TVs in that they consume less
energy and use more environmentally friendly materials. By selling unsold TVs to
such places, the study promotes sustainable development and reduces environmental
pollution. In combination with SCF, the TV industry is studied in Chapter 6.

Based on the above facts, the problem issues are introduced from the following
three aspects:

1) Participants: In the study, the supply chains comprise four participants. A
capital-constrained supplier (seller) provides products to a retailer (buyer), and then
the buyer delivers the product to the final customer (see Figure 3.2). These parties
collaborate with the financing provider to raise funds by using various supply chain
financing strategies. The supplier can raise a loan from a financial institution. It is
noted that the financial institution only plays a role in BPOF and BSBPOF. Each party
is risk neutral. Before delivery, both the supplier and retailer have limited amounts of
internal capital, and they may bear the financial risks before shipment, according to
whether internal assets are sufficient to pay for their loans.

Figure 3.2. Participants in the research.

2) Operation environment and product market: The retailer orders q units of
a product from a supplier at a wholesale price w at the beginning of the sales period.
After receiving the order, the goods are produced. The supplier has capacity K, and
the unit production cost is cp, and the unit capacity cost is ck. Customer demand D is
stochastic and is realized only after the order is completed. The demand probability
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density function and the demand cumulative distribution function can be presented by
f(D) and F(D), respectively. The demand cumulative distribution function is
absolutely continuous with density. The complementary cumulative distribution
function is defined as F ( D) = 1 − F ( D) , hazard rate as h( D) = f ( D) / F ( D) increasing
in D and generalized failure rate as H ( D) = Dh( D) which is monotonically increasing
in D, see Cachon (2004) for details. Suppose that F has a strictly Increasing
Generalized Failure Rate (IGFR), and h( D) = Df ( D) / (1 − F ( D)) . The risk-free
interest rate r f is zero (Jing et al. 2012).

3) Capital structure and financial market: The supplier is capital-constrained
experiencing financial distress in the business and has internal assets As and
short-term debt Ls. As is stochastic and not realized until the selling season (Babich
2010; Yang et al. 2015). Its cumulative distribution function is Ф(As), and the
probability density function is φ(As), where As   As , As  for 0  As  As   (Babich
2010; Zhao and Huchzermeier 2018a). Ls is certain and will expire before the sales
peak. The established retailer's credit rating for financial institutions is higher. If the
downstream retailer provides financing to the supplier, the retailer can also experience
financial difficulties. It is assumed that the capital market is imperfect. If a firm fails
to pay its debts, it can either be liquidated or negotiate with creditors in an expensive
restructuring process (Zhao and Huchzermeier 2018a). In continuation or
restructuring, the retailer pays the financial institutions the principal and interest of
the loan and then transfers the balance to the supplier. However, in liquidation, the
financial institution accepts the supplier's current assets, and the retailer pays the
defined part of the loss of financial institutions (δ), being the credit guarantor.
Therefore, in the liquidation, the cost of financial default is a proportion 1−γ (0<γ<1)
of the firm value. In the reorganization, the cost of financial distress is a proportion
1−α (0<α<1) of the raised capital (Leland 1994; Gamba and Triantis 2014; Zhao and
Huchzermeier 2018a). Moreover, following the convention in SCF literature (Cai et al.
2014; Jing et al. 2012), information asymmetry is not considered.
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3.2 Problem Statements
This Ph.D. research study mainly solves the following problems:

First, the focus is on the important positive and negative salvage values
(presented in Chapter 4), tackling the following questions.

1) How does the positive or negative salvage value affect the optimal decisions
of the participants, under both APD and BPOF?

2) Whether the positive or negative salvage value affects the profits of the
participants and even the whole supply chain under both APD and BPOF?

3) How do the positive and negative salvage values affect the threshold of the
retailer's asset level under a single financing condition?

Second, under a buyback policy, the following questions (presented in Chapter 5)
are addressed.

1) How do an unsold mobile phone’s buyback price and the difference between
the buyback price and salvage value affect the optimal operational decisions
under BSAPD and BSBPOF (such as the supplier’s capacity level, the
discount rate under BSAPD, and the financial institution’s interest rate under
BSBPOF)?

2) What is the financing equilibrium when both financing instruments (BSAPD
and BSBPOF) are feasible for the capital-constrained supplier?

Third, regarding a green TV supply chain, the following problems
are investigated:

1) How to build a green TV supply chain model and what is the effect of the TV
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time-vary salvage value on the supply chain participants’ decisions under
pre-shipment financing strategies?

2) Which financial strategy, APD or BPOF, should the retailer select to help the
supplier obtain funds to produce green products?

3) How to measure potential risks in the green TV supply chain under different
financing schemes in the GSC?
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CHAPTER 4 The Influence of Positive and Negative Salvage
Values on Supply Chain Financing Strategies
In Chapter 4, the influence of positive and negative salvage values on
participants’ operational and financing decisions is examined. Firstly, the problem
statements are described in detail in Section 4.1. Section 4.2 presents the model
descriptions. Section 4.3 presents benchmark and base case models, the model of
APD, the model of BPOF, and the financing equilibrium in single financing,
respectively. The comparisons between the proposed models with positive and
negative salvage values and models without considering salvage value are shown in
Section 4.4. Numerical experiments are described in Section 4.5. Managerial insights
and a summary are given in Section 4.6 and Section 4.7.

4.1 Problem Statement
This chapter focuses on the important positive and negative salvage values. For
the positive salvage value, it indicates that the commodities still have value after the
selling season. For the negative salvage value, it is a cost is incurred to dispose of the
excess inventory, such as products containing materials which are harmful to the
environment (Yang et al. 2014). If the salvage value of leftover products is zero, it
indicates that the model is built without considering salvage value. Hence in this
chapter, the following questions are tackled.

1) How does the positive or negative salvage value affect the optimal decisions
of the participants, under both APD and BPOF?

2) Whether the positive or negative salvage value affects the profits of the
participants and even the whole supply chain, under both APD and BPOF?

3) How do the positive and negative salvage values affect the threshold of the
retailer's asset level under a single financing condition?
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To achieve these aims, a newsvendor model in an SCF system is adopted, where
a seller with limited funds sells products to a buyer facing uncertain demand. The
credit rating of the retailer in the financial institution is higher than that of the SME
supplier, which is due to the need to study the guarantee provided by the retailer for
the supplier in BPOF. The seller can seek financing support from a financial
institution via BPOF and/or directly raise financing from the downstream retailer
through prepayment of orders by the retailer.

4.2 Model Descriptions

4.2.1 Notations and assumptions
For convenience, the notations (summarized in Table 4.1) are as follows:

Table 4.1. Summary of notations

Notation

Description

π

Expected profit

A

Asset level

L

Short-term debt

D

Product demand

p

Unit selling price

α

Proportional distress cost

γ

Proportional liquidation cost



The portion of financial institution’s loss reimbursed by retailer

cp

Unit production cost

ck

Unit capacity cost

r

The interest rate of BPOF

s

Unit salvage value of the item

K

Supplier’s capacity

q

Order quantity

w

Unit wholesale price

d

Discount rate under APD

β

A portion of orders under BPOF in dual financing
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The portion of purchase order value financed by a financial institution

The salvage value is expressed as s (s>0, s<0 and s=0), and p>w. In BPOF, the
supplier will receive the λwq loan through a contract ( , r ) from the financial
institution. Here  [0,  ] and r represent the borrowing level and the interest rate,
respectively. In the case of liquidation, the retailer, as credit guarantor, pays the
previously defined part of the loss of financial institutions (δ). In APD, the supplier
offers the discount rate d and ensures w(1 − d )  c p + c k for profitability. Moreover, the
lending market is highly competitive and the financial institution’s expected profit is
zero, as in Zhao and Huchzermeier (2018a). Throughout this chapter, subscripts “s”,
“r”, and “c” indicate the supplier, the retailer, and the financial institution. Similarly,
“csc”, “dsc”, “bc”, “df”, “bpof” and “apd” are used to express the centralized supply
chain, decentralized supply chain, base case, dual financing, BPOF, and APD
respectively. Subscript “0” is that model without considering salvage value, while
subscript “1” is for a model with positive or negative salvage value.

4.2.2 Model framework
As mentioned above, there are three key participants in the approach: a
capital-constraint supplier (seller), a retailer (buyer), and a financial institution. The
buyer purchases goods from the seller. Then, the buyer deliveries the goods to the
final market. According to the number of orders and requirements, the retailer may be
in stock for the end of the sales season, and must deal with a predetermined salvage
value. These parties in this supply chain collaborate with each other to deal with the
supplier’s financial stress by using two supply chain financing strategies (APD and
BPOF). Firstly, the BPOF strategy means that the supplier obtains funds from a
financial institution on the basis of a purchase order with the established downstream
retailer’s guarantee in order to fulfill on-time delivery to the buyer. Secondly, by using
APD, the retailer can finance financially troubled suppliers by pre-paying for products
at a discount before delivery. In other words, the supplier obtains early payment
(“cash in advance”) from the retailer for production. Figure 4.1 displays a sequence of
events in the two financing instruments (Zhao and Huchzermeier 2018b).
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Figure 4.1. The sequence of events of two financing instruments.

4.2.3 Sequence of events

There are two stages in the progress: financing, in which the retailer chooses a
financing strategy to reduce the supplier’s financial stress; and executing: both parties
complete the business. The timeline of events is shown in Figure 4.2, which is based
on the study of Zhao and Huchzermeier (2018a).

Figure 4.2. Timeline of events.
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Specifically, (1) the wholesale price w is set firstly; (2) the supplier decides
whether to accept w based on the allocation of its assets, taking into account the
possibility of financial hardship and default. Once accepted, the supplier should offer
a discount d on w. If not accepted, the deal is over; (3) the retailer plans on q and
selects a financing strategy; (4) the supplier determines K which depends on q and
how much will support the working capital can provide. (5) once APD is selected, the
retailer will pay before the products are shipped. (6) once the retailer selects the
BPOF, the financial institution provides financing. At this time, the supplier selects a
borrowing level λ and then obtains λwq; (7) short-term debts mature; (8) the sales
season begins, and the demand is realized; (9) products are delivered to the retailer;
(10) the retailer pays the supplier in the base case. For any outstanding pre-paid orders,
the retailer will refund the supplier in APD; (11) If the supplier continues to operate
or restructure in BPOF, the retailer pays the full amount of the order to the financial
institution. For liquidation, the financial institution will seize the supplier's current
assets, and the retailer will pay the agreed-upon portion of the financial institution's
losses as the loan guarantor; (12) The retailer sells to the customer at a
market-determined unit price of p; (13) The retailer undertakes the salvage value of
all unsold commodities.

4.3 Models

4.3.1 Benchmark and base case with salvage values

This section first considers two special settings in which there are no financing
instruments: centralized benchmark without capital constraints, and decentralized
benchmark without any financing. Then, a base case in which both the participants
may be financially constrained is formulated. Further, positive and negative salvage
values are considered in the models. When s>0, it indicates a positive salvage value;
while s<0, represents the negative value. The formulas in this section are as follows.

Firstly, the integrated enterprise’s expected profit function is
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 csc ( K ) = ( p − c p ) min( K , D) − ck K +s( K − D) + .

(4.1)

For this concave profit function, the optimal capacity level satisfies

K csc* = F −1 (

p − c p − ck
p − cp − s

).

Secondly, participants maximize their decision-making objectives in a
decentralized decision-making environment. The retailer’s expected profit is:

 r1dsc = p min[ D, min(q, K )] − w min(q, K ) + s[min(q, K ) − D]+ .

This function is concave, and q1dsc* = F −1 (

(4.2)

p−w
).
p−s

The supplier’s expected profit in the decentralized decision-making environment
is:

 s1dsc = ( w − c p ) min(q, K ) − ck K .

(4.3)

Then, the entire supply chain’s profit is expressed as:

 sc1dsc = s1dsc + r1dsc
= p min[ D, min(q, K )] − c p min(q, K ) − ck K + s[min(q, K ) − D]+ .

(4.4)

It can be observed that  sc1dsc increases with s due to [min(q, K ) − D]+  0 . Hence,
if there is unsold inventory, the greater salvage value, the greater the benefit to the
entire supply chain.

Thirdly, under the base case, no financing instruments are viable, and the
retailer’s profit can be presented as:
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 r1bc = p min[ D, min(q, K )] − wbc min(q, K ) + s[min(q, K ) − D]+ .

The retailer’s profit function in the base case is concave, and q1bc* = F −1 (

(4.5)

p−w
).
p−s

Proposition 4.1 The increase of s eases the financial distress of the retailer and
increases the expected profit of the retailer. Further, the optimal order quantity q1bc*
increases with s, i.e., q1bc* ( s  0)  q1bc* ( s = 0, no salvage value)  q1bc* ( s  0) .

Proposition 4.1 demonstrates that q1b c* and  r1bc are affected by the positive and
negative salvage values. The retailer prefers to order more goods with positive
salvage values so as to reduce losses and earn more money in the transaction.

If a supplier fails to pay its debts before the sales season, it goes through
reorganization (financial default cost is 1−γ of enterprise value) or liquidation
(financial hardship cost is 1−α of raised funds).

Hence, the supplier’s expected profit is

 s1bc = ( w − c p ) min(q, K ) − ck K − (1 −  )( Ls − As + ck K ) +

(4.6)

Hence, the entire supply chain’s profit with considering salvage value is:

 sc1bc

 p min[ D, min(q, K )] − c p min(q, K ) − ck K

+
+ s[min(q, K ) − D]
=
 p min[ D, min(q, K )] − c p min(q, K ) − ck K
+ s[min(q, K ) − D]+ − (1 −  )( L − A + c K )
s
s
k


Continuation

(4.7)

Reorganization

In the base case, note that  sc1bc increases with s. Hence, if there exists unsold
inventory, with the growth of the salvage value, the whole supply chain’s profit
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increases. As a result, ordering items with positive salvage values is more attractive to
the entire supply chain.

4.3.2 APD with salvage values
By adopting APD, the retailer pays the supplier wq apd (1 − d ) before product
delivery. If any quantity ordered is not completed, the retailer will receive a refund
after delivery. If the supplier fails to pay its debts before the sales season, it goes
through reorganization (financial default cost is 1−γ of enterprise value) or liquidation
(financial hardship cost is 1−α of raised funds). The supplier’s profit and capacity
with considering salvage value in APD is

 s1apd = [ w(1 − d ) − c p ]min(q, K ) − ck K − (1 −  )( Ls − As + ck K − w(1 − d )q ) + . (4.8)

The retailer’s expected profit function with considering salvage value is:

 r1apd = p min[ D, min(q, K )] − w(1 − d ) min(q, K )
+ s[min(q, K ) − D]+ − (1 −  )[ Lr − Ar + w(1 − d )q]+

(4.9)

Under APD, q1apd * satisfies ( p − s ) F (q1apd * )+s = w(1 − d ) in continuation and in
the reorganization, q1apd * satisfies ( p − s ) F (q1apd * ) +s = w(1 − d )(2 −  ) . The retailer
balances the marginal effect of APD against the unit financial distress cost.

Proposition 4.2 Under APD, the higher the salvage value of the product is, the
buyer will order more, which will bring higher profits and low financial risk, i.e.,

q1apd * ( s  0)  q1apd * ( s = 0，no salvage value)  q1apd * ( s  0) .

Proposition 4.2 indicates that products with positive high salvage values are
more attractive to the retailer who can order more products to earn more money.
Conversely, for goods with negative salvage values, the order quantity is less than that
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without any salvage value.

If the retailer can provide the supplier with sufficient working capital via APD,
then K apd  =qapd * . Hence, the entire supply chain’s profit is:

 sc1apd

 p min[ D, min(q, K )] + s[min(q, K ) − D]+

+
Continuation (4.10)
−(1 −  )[ Lr − Ar + w(1 − d )q ] − c p min(q, K ) − ck K
=
+
 p min[ D, min(q, K )] + s[min(q, K ) − D] − c p min(q, K ) − ck K

+
Reorganization
−(1 −  )[ Lr − Ar ] − (1 −  )( Ls − As + ck K )

In APD,  sc1apd increases with s. Hence, when the retailer has more inventory
than the customer demands, a higher salvage value of unsold products leads to fewer
losses and a greater gain for the overall supply chain.

4.3.3 BPOF with salvage values
Under, BPOF, the retailer offers a loan guarantee to the financial institution to
help the supplier obtain funds, and the supplier determines the borrowing level
according to the capital level and the orders. If the supplier fails to pay its debts
before the sales season, it goes through reorganization (financial default cost is 1−γ of
enterprise value) or liquidation (financial hardship cost is 1−α of raised funds).

Hence, the supplier's profit considering salvage value is

 s1bpof = ( w − c p ) min(q, K ) − ck K −  wqr − (1 −  )( Ls − As −  wq + ck K ) + . (4.11)

The retailer’s expected profit considering salvage value is:

 r1bpof = p min[ D, min(q, K )] − w min(q, K ) + s[min(q, K ) − D]+ −
AS

   wq −  ( w − c

p



) min( q, K ) − ck K −  wqr + As − Ls   ( As )dAs .

AS
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(4.12)

Hence,

q1bpof * = F −1 (

the

optimal

order

quantity

in

p − w − ( w −  w +  c p +  wr )[Ф( AS ) − Ф( AS )]
p−s

BPOF

is

).

Proposition 4.3 In BPOF, both  r1bpof and q1bpof * increase with the salvage value.
That is, q1bpof * ( s  0)  q1bpof * ( s = 0，no salvage value)  q1bpof * ( s  0) .

Proposition 4.3 indicates that if the retailer’s order quantity exceeds the market
demand, there is surplus inventory. Items having high salvage values will encourage
the retailer to order more products because a high salvage value can help reduce
losses and maximize profits.

The profit of the whole supply chain, considering the salvage value is:

 sc1bpof

 p min[ D, min(q, K )] + s[min(q, K ) − D]+ − c p min(q, K ) − ck K



( w − c p ) min(q, K )
 
AS
  wq −  

   ( As )dAs
−

wqr
−
−
c
K
−

wqr
+
A
−
L
s
s 
 k
 


AS

Continuation

=  p min[ D, min(q, K )] + s[min(q, K ) − D]+ − c p min(q, K ) − ck K
. (4.13)

AS

( w − c p ) min(q, K )
 

−

wqr
−


wq
−



   ( As )dAs
 

−ck K −  wqr + As − Ls  
AS



−(1 −  )( Ls − As −  wq + ck K )
Reorganization



In the BPOF,  sc1bpof increases with s. Therefore, processing unsold goods with
positive salvage values brings more benefit than those with a non-positive salvage
value for the entire supply chain.

4.3.4 Financing equilibrium with salvage values
If either of the two financing instruments is able to satisfy the upstream
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supplier’s financial requirements, the downstream buyer will select one of them in the
single financing condition. Here, if the buyer is unfamiliar with both, it is assumed
that the buyer selects APD over BPOF.

Theorem 4.1 In single financing, a unique threshold of the retailer’s internal
asset level r1 exists, which makes the buyer more inclined to BPOF if and only if

Ar  r1 . Otherwise, APD is preferred. Besides, the value r1 is in direct proportion to
s. That is, r1 (s  0) > r1 (s = 0)  r1 (s  0) .

Theorem 4.1 reveals that the threshold of asset level of the retailer with positive
salvage value is higher than the threshold of the asset level of the retailer with no
salvage value and negative salvage value. The reason is that goods with high positive
salvage value motivate the retailer to have more orders, and at the same time, the
increase of the order quantity will bring inventory risks to the retailer, making the
inventory in the backlog state. Therefore, if the retailer buys goods with a positive
high salvage value, the buyer's asset level should be higher, so the retailer can have
sufficient funds to provide APD financing to the supplier.

4.4 Comparisons

4.4.1 Benchmark and base case without considering salvage value
(1) Comparisons among the integrated firm’s expected profits

The expected profit of an integrated enterprise without salvage value is

 0 csc ( K ) = ( p − c p ) min( K , D) − ck K . Then, given w, p, K,

 0 csc −  csc = − s[min(q, K ) − D]+ .

(4.14)

a) When s>0, and [min(q, K ) − D]+  0 ,  0 csc   csc .
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b) When s<0, and [min(q, K ) − D]+  0 ,  0 dsc   dsc .

(2) Comparisons among the retailer’s expected profits in a deconcentrated
benchmark

The retailer’s expected profit without salvage value is

 r0 dsc =p min[ D, min(q, K )] − w min(q, K ) . Then,

 r0 dsc −  r1dsc = − s[min(q, K ) − D]+ .

(4.15)

a) When s>0, and [min(q, K ) − D]+  0 ,  r0 dsc   r1dsc .

b) When s<0, and [min(q, K ) − D]+  0 ,  r0 dsc   r1dsc .

(3) Comparisons among the supplier’s expected profits in a deconcentrated
benchmark

Since the salvage value does not affect the supplier’s profit  s1dsc ,

 s0 dsc −  s1dsc = 0 , and the results are the same (  s0 dsc =  s1dsc ), no matter whether the
salvage value is positive, negative, or even zero.

(4) Comparisons among the entire supply chain’s expected profits in a
deconcentrated benchmark

Since the entire supply chain’s profit without considering salvage value is

 sc0 dsc = p min[ D, min(q, K )] − c p min(q, K ) − ck K . Then,

 sc0 dsc −  sc1dsc = − s[min(q, K ) − D]+ .

(4.16)
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a) Since s>0, and [min(q, K ) − D]+  0 ,  sc0 dsc   sc1dsc .

b) Since s<0, and [min(q, K ) − D]+  0 ,  sc0 dsc   sc1dsc .

The comparison results are presented in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2. Comparisons among expected profits in benchmarks.

Profits

s>0

s<0

Integrated firm’s profit

 0 csc   csc

 0 csc   csc

Retailer’s profit

 r0 dsc   r1dsc

 r0 dsc   r1dsc

Supplier’s profit

 s0 dsc =  s1dsc

 s0 dsc =  s1dsc

Supply Chain’s profit

 sc0 dsc   sc1dsc

 sc0 dsc   sc1dsc

(1) Comparisons among the retailer’s expected profits in the base case

Since  r 0bc = p min[ D, min(q, K )] − w min(q, K ) ,

 r0bc −  r1bc = − s[min(q, K ) − D]+ .

(4.17)

a) Since s>0 and [min(q, K ) − D]+  0 ,  r0bc   r1bc .

b) Since s<0 and [min(q, K ) − D]+  0 ,  r0bc   r1bc .

(2) Comparisons among the supplier’s expected profits in the base case

The supplier’s expected profits without salvage value are
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 s0

( w − c p ) min(q, K ) − ck K
Continuation


= ( w − c p ) min(q, K ) − ck K − (1 −  )( Ls − As + ck K ) Reorganization .

0
Liquidation


bc

Hence  s0bc −  s1bc = 0 , the results are the same no matter whether the salvage
value is positive or non-positive.

(3) Comparisons among the supply chain’s expected profits in the base case

The entire supply chain’s profit without considering salvage value is:

 sc0bc

 p min[ D, min(q, K )] − c p min( q, K ) − ck K

=  p min[ D, min(q, K )] − c p min( q, K ) − ck K

−(1 −  )( Ls − As + ck K )

Continuation
Reorganization .

 sc0bc −  sc1bc = − s[min(q, K ) − D]+ .

(4.18)

a) When s>0, and [min(q, K ) − D]+  0 ,  sc0bc   sc1bc .

b) When s<0, and [min(q, K ) − D]+  0 ,  sc0bc   sc1bc .

The comparison results of the base case are shown in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3. Comparisons among expected profits in the base case.

Profits

s>0

s<0

Retailer’s profit

 r0 bc   r1bc

 r0 bc   r1bc

Supplier’s profit

 s0bc =  s1bc

 s0bc =  s1bc
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Supply Chain’s profit

 sc0bc < sc1bc

 sc0bc > sc1bc

4.4.2 APD without considering salvage value
(1) Comparisons among the retailer’s expected profits

The retailer’s expected profit function without considering salvage value is

 r 0 apd = p min[ D, min(q, K )] − w(1 − d ) min(q, K ) − (1 −  )[ Lr − Ar + w(1 − d )q]+ .
Hence,

 r 0 apd −  r1apd = − s[min( q, K ) − D]+ .

(4.19)

a) When s>0, and [min(q, K ) − D]+  0 ,  r0 apd   r1apd .

b) When s<0, and [min(q, K ) − D]+  0 ,  r0 apd   r1apd .

(2) Comparisons among the supplier’s expected profits

The results are the same (  s0 apd =  s1apd ), no matter whether the salvage value is
positive or negative.

(3) Comparisons among the supply chain’s expected profits

The profit of the whole supply chain without considering salvage value is

 sc 0 apd

Continuation
 p min[ D, min(q, K )] − c p min(q, K )

−ck K − (1 −  )[ Lr − Ar + w(1 − d )q]+
.
=
p

min[
D
,
min(
q
,
K
)]
−
c
min(
q
,
K
)
Reorganization
p


+
−ck K − (1 −  )[ Lr − Ar ] − (1 −  )( Ls − As + ck K )

 sc0apd −  sc1apd = −s[min(q, K ) − D]+ .

(4.20)
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a) Since s>0, and [min(q, K ) − D]+  0 ,  sc0 apd   sc1apd .

b) Since s<0 and [min(q, K ) − D]+  0 ,  sc0 apd   sc1apd .

The comparison results under APD are shown in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4. Comparisons among expected profits in APD.

Profits

s>0

s<0

Retailer’s profit

 r0 apd   r1apd

 r0 apd   r1apd

Supplier’s profit

 s0 apd =  s1apd

 s0 apd =  s1apd

Supply Chain’s profit

 sc0 apd < sc1apd

 sc0 apd > sc1apd

4.4.3 BPOF without considering salvage value
(1) Comparisons among the retailer’s expected profits

The retailer’s expected profit without considering salvage value is

 r 0bpof = p min[ D, min(q, K )] − w min(q, K ) −
AS



AS



( w − c p ) min(q, K ) − ck K −  
   ( As ) dAs .
s
s
 

   wq −  − wqr + A − L

Then,

 r0bpof −  r1bpof = − s[min(q, K ) − D]+ .

(4.21)

a) When s>0, and [min(q, K ) − D]+  0 ,  r0bpof   r1bpof .

b) When s<0, and [min(q, K ) − D]+  0 ,  r0bpof   r1bpof .
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(2) Comparisons among the supplier’s expected profits

The

 s 0bpof

supplier's

profit

without

considering

salvage

value

is

Continuation
( w − c p ) min(q, K ) − ck K −  wqr
 ( w − c ) min(q, K ) − c K −

p
k
=
.
(1
−

)(
L
−
A
−

wq
+
c
K
)
−

wqr
Reorganization
s
s
k

0
Liquidation


Hence, the results are the same (  s0bpof =  s1bpof ), no matter whether the salvage
value is positive, negative, or even zero.

(3) Comparisons among the supply chain’s expected profits

The profit of the whole supply chain without considering salvage value is

 sc0bpof

 p min[ D, min( q, K )] − c p min( q, K ) − ck K −  wqr
 A
( w − c p ) min(q, K ) − ck K  
 S 
−


wq
−



   ( As )dAs Continuation
 
−

wqr
+
A
−
L

A
s
s

 

 S

=  p min[ D, min( q, K )] − c p min( q, K ) − ck K −  wqr
.

−(1 −  )( Ls − As −  wq + ck K )
 AS 
( w − c p ) min(q, K ) − ck K  
−   wq −  
   ( As )dAs Reorganization

 AS 
 − wqr + As − Ls
 

 sc0bpof −  sc1bpof = −s[min(q, K ) − D]+ .

(4.22)

a) Since s>0, and [min(q, K ) − D]+  0 ,  sc0bpof   sc1bpof .

b) Since s<0 and [min(q, K ) − D]+  0 ,  sc0bpof   sc1bpof .

The comparison results under BPOF can be seen in Table 4.5.

Table 4.5. Comparisons among expected profits in BPOF.
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Profits

s>0

s<0

Retailer’s profit

 r0bpof   r1bpof

 r0bpof   r1bpof

Supplier’s profit

 s0bpof =  s1bpof

 s0bpof =  s1bpof

Supply Chain’s profit

 sc0bpof   sc1bpof

 sc0bpof   sc1bpof

To sum up, from the comparison results in the above tables, it can be seen that in
all the above five cases, the salvage value affects the profits (retailer’s and entire
supply chain) but does not influence the profit of the supplier. To be specific, when
the salvage value is greater than 0, the profits are greater than the profits without
considering any salvage value. In contrast, when the salvage value is negative, the
profits of the buyer and the entire supply chain are less than the profits without
considering any salvage value.

4.5 Numerical Analysis
The effects of different salvage values on partner decisions and supply chain
performance are examined through some computational experiments, and
comparisons are determined in the case without salvage value. According to the
parameters set by Zhao and Huchzermeier (2018a) and Gamba and Triantis (2014),
p=60, ck=cp=10, α= 0.85, γ= 0.9, and D obeys a normal distribution N(1000,100). In
this section, the salvage value s is set between -10 and 25, in increments of 5.

4.5.1 Impact of s on profits under APD and BPOF
The impact of the salvage value on the expected profits of the retailer and the
entire supply chain is shown in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4. Both figures show that the
profits increase with s. That is, when there is unsold inventory, if the salvage value of
these traded items is high, the buyer and the entire supply chain will have more
benefits. The reason is that ordering items with a positive salvage value can reduce
the risk of loss during the clearance period compared to orders with no salvage value,
which leads to more gains for the buyer and the overall supply chain. On the contrary,
orders with negative salvage value will increase losses, resulting in lower profits.
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However, the difference in these two cases is that the expected profit of the buyer
obviously rises, while the profit in Figure 4.4 increases steadily. This is mainly
because the change of salvage value has no effect on the seller’s expected profit, and
only affects the buyer’s profit.

Figure 4.3. Impact of salvage value on retailer’s expected profit.
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Figure 4.4. Impact of salvage value on supply chain’s expected profit.

4.5.2 Impact of s on retailer’s optimal order quantity under APD and BPOF
From the results shown in Figure 4.5, when the salvage value of all items
increases, the retailer's optimal order quantity increases in both APD and BPOF
conditions. Disposal of products with high positive salvage values during the
clearance period can avoid excessive losses on the part of the retailer. Thus, an
increase in salvage value lowers the risk related to random customer demand. The
retailer does not have to worry about losing a lot of inventory, which motivates the
retailer to order more to meet market demand.
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Figure 4.5. Impact of salvage value on retailer’s optimal order quantity.

4.5.3 Impact of s on the threshold of the retailer’s asset level
The buyer’s short-term liabilities Lr are unchanged at 30,000 here. From Figure
4.6, it can be seen that the unique threshold r1 is more than 55,500 when the salvage
value is 25, while for the negative salvage value ( s = −10 ), r1 is about 53,000 which
is

lower

than

that

in

case

of

no

salvage

r1 ( s  0 ) >r1 ( s = 0, no salvage value )  r1 ( s  0 )

value.
is

Hence,

verified.

the
Figure

result
4.6

demonstrates that the salvage value has a significant influence on the threshold r1 in
single financing. The underlying reason is that items with a high positive salvage
value increase q* which increases the inventory risk, thus tending to make the
inventory overstocked. Therefore, to ensure that the retailer has sufficient money to
provide APD financing to the supplier, the buyer should have a higher asset level
compared with the case without considering salvage value if the retailer buys positive
salvage value commodities. In contrast, a negative salvage value makes the retailer
order fewer products, reducing the overstock risk, thus lowering the threshold of the
internal asset level of the retailer under single financing.
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Figure 4.6. Impact of salvage value on the threshold of the retailer’s asset level.

4.6 Managerial Insights
In this chapter, suggestions for practicing managers are provided in many
different industries to make operation and financial decisions when ordering items
from a capital-constrained supplier and is selecting the optimal financing strategy,
considering various salvage values. The details are as follows.

Firstly, the model is applicable for industries that involve perishable goods with
high positive salvage values (i.e., c<s<w). These kinds of products have the following
distinct characteristics: (a) High-tech products and core components of the products
with reuse value. Compared with traditional labor-intensive products, products with
constantly innovative technologies are updated more quickly, resulting in faster
market obsolescence, a short product maturity period, and a fast decline period,
especially in high-tech industries such as smartphones, laptops, and wearable devices.
After the end of the selling season, some of parts of these products still have reuse
value. These items can be sold to liquidators like TechLiquidators who offer items in
bulk to resellers. At the same time, the core components (old parts contained in these
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unmarketable products) can be disassembled, refurbished, or reused for producing
new products after testing or modification (Zink et al. 2014). (b) High-end products.
These products are distinguished by large profits and high salvage values, because
that the price of the products is related to the brand value, and it cannot fall below a
certain threshold to maintain the brand value. In a sense, a high-end seasonal product
may not make sense in the next sales season. Take clothing designed by a prestigious
designer as an example, it will be out of fashion by the next year. If there are stocks
left, people who follow fashion will not buy such items. Sellers, however, are
reluctant to cut prices too much to protect their brands. At this point, these products
with higher salvage values can be disposed of at a price between the cost price and the
wholesale price. In the United States, TJ Maxx, an off-price seller, founded in 1976, is
now the largest discount clothing and grocery store, selling surplus clothes and daily
necessities after a sale season for 20-60% less than department stores (Nwalozie
2011). Based on the above practical application cases, when the high positive salvage
value is taken into account, dealing with such unsold products can help the retailer cut
losses, thus reducing the retailer’s capital constraints. Compared with products with
no salvage value, the retailer earns more profit and prefers to order more products
with high positive salvage value in this situation. Eventually, the supply chain’s profit
also increases. Furthermore, with fewer financial difficulties, the retailer is more
likely to adopt APD as the optimal financing instrument.

Secondly, the model can be used in industries that involve perishable goods with
low positive salvage value (i.e., 0<s<c). These products have lower prices and
low-profit margins due to fierce competition and are generally purchased by
price-sensitive customers who believe that good quality and reasonable price are more
important than style or uniqueness. After the selling season, these commodities are
cleared at a very low price (lower than the cost, possibly to get rid of them) until they
run out; examples are toys, books, holiday baskets, low-end clothing, and other
daily-use products. However, they are still valuable (s>0), and the retailer can reduce
the loss to some extent, thus getting more benefit than the case without considering
the salvage value. As the salvage value is below the cost, the seller only gains a small
profit. Besides, the retailer’s order quantity also increases, but not by much, as well as
the probability of the retailer adopting APD as the optimal financing instrument.
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Thirdly, the model can be applied to goods industries with a negative salvage
value (that is, s<0). For many industries, dealing with products with negative salvage
values is a critical problem. This is because, with increasing concern for the
environment, regulated companies cannot simply discard out-of-season products,
some of which produce harmful substances in the process. As a result, they may have
to spend additional processing costs to make them safe and protect the environment,
thus leading to negative salvage (Welke 1988). These include goods such as unsold
over-the-counter medicines, chemicals. Therefore, if there are products with a
negative salvage value, the buyer and the whole supply chain increase the loss
compared with products with positive salvage value. This is because clearing the
unsold inventory requires the extra money to process them. In this case, retailers are
under greater financial pressure and will choose BPOF to fund suppliers to ensure the
completion of orders and secure the product quantity without causing financial
distress. Besides, to avoid huge losses from overstocking, retailers will reduce orders.
Products with negative salvage values also provide gains for the buyer and make the
overall supply chain smaller than a product with no salvage value and positive salvage
values.

Therefore, managers should not ignore the combination of the financing strategy
and the positive or negative salvage values when making key decisions. Instead, they
should take both of them into account and identify their effects on the order quantity,
supply chain participants’ profits, and the change in financing equilibrium. This
chapter confirms the result that a higher salvage value increases the number of orders
and the overall profits. Furthermore, if the retailer buys many positive salvage value
commodities, the buyer should have a higher asset level compared with the case
without considering the salvage values so as to ensure having sufficient money to
provide APD financing to the supplier.

4.7 Summary
A cash-strapped supplier, a creditworthy retailer as well as a financial institution
are considered in this chapter. The optimal decision-making and financing strategies
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considering the positive and negative salvage values are analyzed. Moreover, the
supplier was able to use BPOF and APD to address the financial distress. Although
there is a large amount of literature on SCF, there is little on the combination of APD
and BPOF. Hence, the effect of different salvage values on the operational decisions
and profits in various financing situations (no capital constraints, capital constraints
without financing, APD, and BPOF, respectively) are investigated, and a comparison
and analysis with the case of no salvage value have been built.

Some significant results and managerial insights were derived from the analysis.
Firstly, under different salvage values, the optimal order quantities of the retailer in
different financing scenarios varied. Specifically, ordering items with a positive
salvage value can reduce the risk of loss compared to orders with no salvage value,
which leads to more gains for the buyer, and the overall supply chain, while orders for
items with negative salvages increase losses, resulting in lower profits. Thus, the
retailer prefers to order products with high positive salvage values from the supplier
in the SCF system. Furthermore, the higher salvage values would bring more
inventory risks for the retailer, so the buyer should have a higher asset level to ensure
the availability of sufficient capital to provide APD financing to the supplier.

The main contributions are in three aspects. First, the positive and negative
salvage values affect the optimal order quantity. The buyer orders more products with
a positive salvage value than those without any salvage value and reduces orders for
items with a negative salvage value. Second, different salvage values affect the profits
of the buyer and the overall supply chain, since buying products with a positive
salvage value reduces the retailer’s losses compared with orders without any salvage
value, which leads to higher profits. Conversely, ordering items with a negative
salvage value increases the loss, resulting in lower profits. Third, the positive and
negative salvage values affect the threshold of the retailer's asset level under a single
financing condition. Specifically, a positive salvage value creates more inventory risk
to the retailer compared with no salvage value and a negative salvage value, so the
retailer should have a higher level of assets to ensure adequate funding for the
supplier through APD.
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CHAPTER 5 The Impact of Buyback Support on Financing
Strategies for A Capital-Constrained Supplier in A Mobile
Phone Supply Chain
In this Chapter, newsvendor models are presented to solve the impact of buyback
support on financing strategies in a mobile phone supply chain. Detailed problem
statements and model descriptions are presented in Section 5.1 and Section 5.2. The
models, including BSAPD, BSBPOF, and the financing equilibrium between BSAPD
and BSBPOF, are given in Section 5.3. Section 5.4 presents the numerical
experiments. The managerial insights are provided in Section 5.5, followed by a
summary of the chapter in Section 5.6.

5.1 Problem Statements
This chapter establishes a mobile phone supply chain and pre-shipment financing
strategies (BSAPD and BSBPOF) that can be adopted for the smooth production of
cellphones. To be specific, BSAPD is the downstream retailer who pays the supplier
in advance with a unit discount, and the supplier promises to buy back unsold
products with salvage value after the sales season. BSBPOF refers to a financial
institution offering the supplier loans guaranteed by the downstream retailer before
product delivery, with the unsold items being bought back by the supplier. This
chapter deals with the following research questions:

1) How do an unsold mobile phone’s buyback price and the difference between
the buyback price and the salvage value affect the optimal operational
decisions under BSAPD and BSBPOF (such as the supplier’s capacity level,
the discount rate under BSAPD, and the financial institution’s interest rate
under BSBPOF)?

2) What is the financing equilibrium when both financing instruments (BSAPD
and BSBPOF) are feasible for the capital-constrained supplier?
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To address these issues, a SCF model based on newsvendor is proposed, where a
mobile phone seller with limited funds sells products to a buyer facing uncertain
demand. The salvage value of the phone is the responsibility of the supplier.

5.2 Model Descriptions
5.2.1 Notations and assumptions

The notations are presented in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1. Summary of notations.

Notation

Description

π

Expected profit

A

Asset level

L

Short-term debt

D

Product demand

p

Unit mobile phone selling price

α

Proportional distress cost

γ

Proportional liquidation cost



The portion of financial institution’s loss reimbursed by retailer

cp

Unit mobile phone production cost

ck

Unit mobile phone capacity cost

r

The interest rate of BPOF

s

Unit salvage value of the mobile phone, s>0

b

Unit buyback price of the unsold mobile phone, s<b<w

K

Supplier’s capacity

q

Order quantity of mobile phones

w

Unit wholesale price

d

Discount rate under APD



The portion of purchase order value financed by a financial institution

Some general assumptions of this chapter are given as follows. A1. The supplier
has limited working capital. If the supplier fails to repay the short-term debt before
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the start of the sales season, it will be liquidated or reorganized at a cost. A2. All
supply chain participants are information symmetric. A3. A backup supplier is not
available, and the out-of-stock cost is not considered. A4. The lending market is
highly competitive. Unsold phones after the sales season will be bought back by the
supplier at a buyback price b, and s<b<w. In BSBPOF, the supplier will receive a
λwq loan through a contract ( , r ) from the financial institution. Here  [0,  ] and r
represent the borrowing level and the interest rate, respectively. In liquidation, the
retailer, as credit guarantor, pays the previously defined part of the loss of financial
institutions (δ). In BSAPD, the supplier provides the unit discount rate d. The terms
“bsbpof” and “bsapd” are used to express BSBPOF and BSAPD financing modes
respectively.

5.2.2 Model framework

The SCF system with a capital-constrained handset provider, a reputable retailer,
as well as a financial institution, are all risk-neutral. Without sufficient working
capital, the supplier has to use additional funds (BSAPD financing or BSBPOF
financing) to carry out operations. Under BSAPD, the retailer pays in advance before
shipment, while under BSBPOF, the retailer acts as the guarantor for the loan, and the
financial institution provides financial support to the supplier according to a certain
percentage of the value of the purchase order. All short-term debts will be due. The
selling season begins, demand is met, and the seller produces and delivers products to
the buyer, who sells them to customers. Unmet demand is lost. In both cases, the
supplier buys back unsold phones after the sales season at a buyback price b. Figure
5.1 and Figure 5.2 show the sequence of BSAPD and BSBPOF, as well as the specific
payment process.
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Figure 5.1. The sequence of events in BSAPD and BSBPOF.

Figure 5.2. Pay flowchart of Supplier-Retailer-Customer.

5.2.3 Sequence of events

Two stages are included in the process. Specifically, 1) Financing stage: the
retailer chooses a financing strategy to reduce the supplier’s financial stress; 2)
Executing stage: both parties complete the business, and the unsold products are
bought back by the cellphone supplier with the buyback policy. The timeline of events
is presented in Figure 5.3 which is based on the study of Zhao and Huchzermeier
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(2018a).

Figure 5.3. Timeline of events.

Specifically, (1) the wholesale price w is set firstly; (2) the supplier decides
whether to accept w based on the allocation of its assets, taking into account the
possibility of financial hardship and default. Once accepted, the supplier should offer
a discount d on w. If not accepted, the deal is over; (3) the retailer plans on q and
selects a financing strategy; (4) the supplier determines K which depends on q and
how much the working capital support. (5) once BSAPD is selected, the retailer will
pay before the products are shipped. (6) once the retailer selects the BPOF, the
financial institution provides financing. At this time, the supplier selects a borrowing
level and then obtain a λwq; (7) short-term debts mature; (8) the sales season begins,
and the demand is realized; (9) the products are delivered to the retailer; (10) the
retailer pays the supplier. For any outstanding pre-paid orders, the retailer will refund
the supplier in BSAPD; (11) If the supplier continues to operate or restructure in
BSBPOF, the retailer will pay the full amount of the order to the financial institution.
For liquidation, the financial institution will seize the supplier's current assets, and the
retailer will pay the agreed-upon portion of the losses, being the loan guarantor; (12)
The products are sold to the customer at p; (13) After the sales season, if there are
unsold goods with salvage value, under the buyback contract, the supplier is
responsible for this salvage value.
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5.3 Models
5.3.1 BSAPD with salvage value

When only BSAPD is adopted, the retailer will pay the supplier for the order at
the price (1-d)w before shipment. During the sales period, if the customer demand D
is less than the delivered quantity min(q,K), the retailer will give back any leftover
inventory to the upstream supplier at buyback price b. If the supplier fails to pay its
debts before the sales season, it goes through reorganization (financial default cost is
1−γ of enterprise value) or liquidation (financial hardship cost is 1−α of raised funds).
The supplier’s expected profit is

 s bsapd = [ w(1 − d ) − c p ]min(q, K ) − ck K − (b − s)[min(q, K ) − D]+
− (1 −  )[ Ls − As + ck K − w(1 − d )q]+ .

(5.1)

This chapter follows the approach of Cachon (2004), p. 227, and obtains the
supplier’s inverse demand curve w(q) = p − ( p − b) F (q) . For liquidation, the optimal
capacity K

bsapd *

= 0 otherwise K bsapd * satisfies the first-order conditions:

(1 − d )[ p − ( p − b) F ( K bsapd * )][1 − h( K bsapd * )] = c p + ck + (b − s) F ( K bsapd * )
Continuation
(1 − d )[ p − ( p − b) F ( K bsapd * )][1 − h( K bsapd * )] = c p + (2 −  )ck + (b − s ) F ( K bsapd * ) .

(5.2)

Reorganization

Here the seller’s probability of continuing to operate is Pr (c) =  ( Aˆ s ),

Aˆ s

Ls + ck K − w (1 − d ) q ; the probability of liquidation is Pr (l ) =  ( As ) ,

As = Ls + ck K − w (1 − d ) q −

[ w(1 − d ) − c p ]min(q, K ) − ck K − (b − s)[min(q, K ) − D]+
1−

and the probability of reorganization is Pr (r ) = ( Aˆ s ) −  ( As ) .
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,

Under BSAPD, the retailer’s expected profit is

 r bsapd = p min[ D, min(q, K )] − w(1 − d ) min(q, K ) + b[min( q, K ) − D]+ .

(5.3)

If BSAPD is sufficient to support the supplier's financial needs, the retailer's
optimal order quantity q bsapd * meets p − ( p − b) F ( q bsapd * ) = (1 − d ) w in continuation and

p − ( p − b) F ( q bsapd * ) = (2 −  )(1 − d ) w in reorganization.

Proposition 5.1. Under BSAPD, (1) The value of b-s has a negative impact on
bsapd *
are not irrelevant to s, but
 s bsapd and K bsapd * decreases with b-s; (2)  r bsapd and q

only are positively related to b.

Proposition 5.1 first demonstrates that the expected profit and the capacity level
are affected by the difference between the buyback price and the salvage value when
customer demand is smaller than the shipped quantity. The supplier prefers to install
few goods with a higher difference so as to decrease the losses under the buyback
policy. This proposition also shows that the buyer’s expected profit and the optimal
order quantity are not irrelevant to the salvage value of unsold mobile phones, while
they are positively affected by the buyback price since the retailer returns the products
at a buyback price and the salvage value is not handled by the retailer.

Proposition 5.2. Given w, p, K, the discount rate d is decreasing with b-s.

Proposition 5.2 indicates that in BSAPD, the higher the difference, the smaller
the discount rate offered by the supplier. This means that the difference between the
buyback price and the salvage value of the surplus phones is high, and the more
adverse to the supplier, that is, the greater the financial risks. Therefore, in the face of
high repurchase costs, the supplier should offer the buyer a lower discount rate to
maintain a higher buyer purchase price (wholesale price), thus reducing financing
costs.
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Theorem 5.1. To ensure that both the upstream seller and the downstream buyer
benefit from BSAPD and choose it, the buyback price is met for  rbsapd *  b , and the
difference between buyback price and salvage value should satisfy b − s   Sbsapd * ,
where  rbsapd *

and  S

bsapd *

p min( D, q bsapd * ) − w(1 − d )qbsapd *
,
(qbsapd * − D) +

[ w(1 − d ) − c p ]min(q bsapd * , K bsapd * ) − ck K bsapd *
[min(q bsapd * , K bsapd * ) − D]+

.

Theorem 5.1 shows that to ensure that participants benefit from the BSAPD
financing model, the supplier should set the buyback price within a certain range. The
financing mode decision for the retailer is related to the buyback price. A higher
return at a buyback price above a certain value would prompt the retailer to provide
BSAPD financing. The difference between buyback price and salvage value should be
lower than a threshold value to enable the supplier to have profits under BSAPD,
otherwise, the excessive difference will not benefit the operation of the supplier and
bring great financial risks.

5.3.2 BSBPOF with salvage values

In this case, BSBPOF is initiated in that the financial institution provides a loan.
After the sales season is over, the borrower will refund the principal and interest of
the loan to the financial institution. Thus, the supplier’s profit is:

 s bsbpof = ( w − c p ) min(q, K ) − ck K − (b − s)[min(q, K ) − D]+ −  wqr

(5.4)

− (1 −  )[ Ls − As + ck K −  wq]+ .

If

the

supplier's

As = Ls + ck K −  wq −

internal

assets

fall

below

the

threshold

( w − c p ) min(q, K ) − ck K − (b − s)[min(q, K ) − D]+ −  wqr
1−

, the

supplier liquidates, and the probability of liquidation is Pr ( l ) =  ( As ) . For liquidation,
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the supplier’s optimal capacity K bsbpof * = 0 . Otherwise, K bsbpof * satisfies

[ p − ( p − b) F ( K bsbpof * )][1 − h( K bsbpof * )] = c p + ck + (b − s) F ( K bsbpof * )
Continuation
[ p − ( p − b) F ( K bsbpof * )][1 − h( K bsbpof * )] = c p + (2 −  )ck + (b − s) F ( K bsbpof * ).
Reorganization

(5.5)

Further, the retailer maximizes the profit:

 r bsbpof = p min[ D, min(q, K )] − w min(q, K ) + b[min(q, K ) − D ]+ −
AS




AS




( w − c p ) min(q, K ) − ck K −

(5.6)



(
A
)
dA
.


s
s
+
(b − s )[min(q, K ) − D] −  wqr + As − Ls  


   wq −  

The profit function is concave, and

q bsbpof * = F −1 (

p − w − ( w −  w +  c p +  wr )[( AS ) − ( AS )]
p − b +  (b − s )[( AS ) − ( AS )]

).

Proposition 5.3. Under BSBPOF financing, both  s bsbpof and K

bsbpof *

decrease

with b-s. Moreover,  r bsbpof and q bsbpof * are not irrelevant to s, but only are positively
related to b.

Proposition 5.3 suggests that  s bsbpof and K bsbpof * are affected by the buyback price
and the salvage value. If there is surplus stock, a higher value of b-s incentivizes the
supplier to install less capacity, increasing the losses and reducing the profit. Thus,
applying a buyback strategy brings more risks for the supplier which cuts the margins.
For the retailer, the order quantity and expected profit are affected by the buyback
price. If there is surplus stock, a higher buyback price from the supplier incentivizes
the retailer to place more orders, reducing the retailer’s losses and maximizing the
profit. Regardless of whether the item has the salvage value, the retailer's order
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quantity and profit are not correlated with the salvage value but are only positively
related to the buyback price since all unsold items are subject to repurchase by the
supplier.

Now, let us determine the financial institution’s optimal interest rate. Since the
supplier and the retailer can repay the entire debt, the financial institution’s profit can
be written as

( w − c p ) min(q, K ) − ck K −  wqr 
 c =  wqr(As ) +  (1 −  ){ 
 −  wq} ( As )dAs .
+
−
(
b
−
s
)[min(
q
,
K
)
−
D
]
+
A
−
L

A
s
s


AS

S

(5.7)
The financial institution has zero expected returns because the capital market is
competitive. Hence, the financial institution’s optimal interest rate is:

( w − c p ) min(q, K ) − ck K −

(1 −  )(A s ) wq −  (1 −  ) 
  ( As ) dAs
+
(b − s )[min(q, K ) − D] + As − Ls 
AS
r=
.
 wq[(As ) − (1 −  )(A s ) ]
(5.8)
AS

Proposition 5.4. In BSBPOF, with buyback price b>s, the interest rate r
obtained increases with the value of b-s.

Proposition 5.4 demonstrates that for the financial institution, the optimal interest
rate is correlated with the expected earnings of the financial institution when the
supplier defaults and liquidates. When there is excess inventory, the greater the
difference between the buyback price and the salvage value, the lower the financial
institution’s profitability in liquidation. Therefore, to protect against excessive losses
and to avoid risks, a higher interest rate is offered by the financial institution when the
difference in the supply chain is greater.

Theorem 5.2. To ensure that both participants in the supply chain are willing to
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choose BSBPOF, the buyback price and the salvage value can be met for bsbpof *  b ,
r

( w − c p ) min(qbsbpof * , K bsbpof * ) − ck K bsbpof * −
b − s   Sbsbpof * , where  Sbsbpof *

 wqbsbpof *r − (1 −  )( Ls − As −  wq bsbpof * + ck K bsbpof * )
[min(qbsbpof * , K bsbpof * ) − D]+

,

and

( w − c p )q bsbpof * − ck K bsbpof *  


 
p min( D, q bsbpof * ) − wq bsbpof * −    wq −   −(b − s )(q bsbpof * − D) +
  ( As )dAs
AS



bsbpof *
r + As − Ls
 − wq
 

.
bsbpof *
+
(q
− D)
AS

 bsbpof *
r

Similar to Theorem 5.1, Theorem 5.2 also indicates that to ensure that both the
seller and the buyer prefers to choose the financing mode of BSBPOF, the buyback
price and the salvage value should be within a range so that both of them benefit from
the financing.

5.3.3 Financing equilibrium between BSBPOF and BSAPD

So far, the respective optimal decisions under BSBPOF and BSAPD have been
derived. Whereas, when either of the two financing instruments is chosen, it is
necessary to describe the unique equilibrium under a single-financing mode. That is,
which financing scheme should be chosen in equilibrium if either BSAPD or
BSBPOF alone is sufficient to meet the financial needs of the supplier? Without loss
of generality, if the buyer is unfamiliar with both, it is assumed that the buyer selects
BSAPD over BSBPOF, and analyzed it from the perspective of both the buyer and the
seller.

(1) Retailer’s perspective: BSBPOF versus BSAPD

In a single financing mode, when both BSPOF and BSAPD are feasible,
backward induction is applied to derive the optimal strategy of each channel member.
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Theorem 5.3. Under single financing, if the supplier’s buyback price b is over a
unique threshold  r ( b   r ) such that BSBPOF is preferred by the buyer because
 r bsbpof *   r bsapd * .

Here,

p[ min( D, q bsapd * ) −  min( D, q bsbpof * )] + w[ q bsbpof * − (1 − d ) q bsapd * ]

( w − c p )q bsbpof * − ck K bsbpof *
 
bsbpof *
+    wq
− 
   ( As )dAs
bsbpof *
− D) + −  wq bsbpof *r + As − Ls  
 −(b − s )(q
AS

+(1 −  )[ Lr − Ar + w(1 − d )q bsapd * ]+ − (1 −  )[ Lr − Ar + w(1 − d )q bsapd * ]+
(q bsbpof * − D) + − (q bsapd * − D) +
AS

r

.

Otherwise, BSAPD is the best choice because b   r if and only if  r bsapd *   r bsbpof * .

Theorem 5.3 reveals that the retailer’s financing decision depends on whether the
supplier’s buyback price exceeds a certain threshold. That is, even if the retailer pays
less in BSAPD than in BSBPOF, the risk of potential financial distress before
shipping must be undertaken and the risk of increased inventory after shipping is due
to the larger orders. BSBPOF is preferred by the retailer over BSAPD in exceptional
cases where the supplier’s buyback price is extremely high and there is no financial
distress. This is because the high buyback price reduces the retailer's losses, and the
expected profit is higher than the low buyback price, reducing the financing risks.
Hence, the retailer is more motivated to use his or her own capital to finance the
supplier (BSAPD financing) with the lower threshold  r .

(2) Supplier’s perspective: equilibrium conditions

Considering that the income of BSBPOF is determined by the financing contract
provided by the creditor, in the BSAPD-only strategy, the supplier can optimize the
expected income. Therefore, the supplier selects the minimum discount rate, making
BSAPD more profitable than BSBPOF.

Theorem 5.4. Under single financing, (1) the difference between the buyback
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price and the salvage value b-s should be below a certain threshold  s ( b − s  s ) to
ensure  s bsbpof *   s bsapd * .

Here,

s

[ w(1 − d ) − c p ](q bsapd − q bsbpof ) − ck (q bsapd − q bsbpof ) +  wq bsbpof r
{[q bsapd − D]+ − [q bsbpof − D]+ }
(1 −  )[ Ls − As + ck q bsapd − w(1 − d )q bsapd ]+ + (1 −  )[ Ls − As + ck K − w(1 − d )q bsbpof ]+
−
.
{[q bsapd − D]+ − [q bsbpof − D]+ }

Otherwise, BSAPD is the best choice; (2) the seller provides an advance payment
discount contract ( w, d ) in equilibrium, and

d

( w − c p − ck )(q bsapd − q bsbpof ) + (b − s ){[q bsbpof − D]+ − [q bsapd − D]+ } +  wq bsbpof r
wqbsapd

.

Hence, the supplier prefers BSAPD over BSBPOF because  s bsapd *   s bsbpof * .

Theorem 5.4 states that for a capital-constrained supplier, the difference between
the buyback price and the salvage value can influence the financing decision. The
difference should be less than a fixed value, making BSBPOF more favored by the
supplier than BSAPD. This theorem also implies that the supplier chooses a minimum
discount rate to maximize the profit, which ensures that BSAPD is more profitable
than BSBPOF, otherwise the supplier may choose to cancel BSAPD.

5.4 Numerical Analysis
The impact of a key parameter, the difference between the buyback price and the
salvage value, is investigated regarding the decisions of both the mobile phone
supplier and the financial institution through an extensive numerical study in the
smartphone industry. The benchmark parameter values include p=600 US dollars,
ck=cp=100 US dollars, α=0.85, and γ=0.9. The demand D is normally distributed and
can be expressed as N(1000,100). When adjusting the difference between the buyback
price and the salvage value, the difference varies between 0 and 150, in increments of
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15.

5.4.1 Impact of b-s on supplier’s decisions

In this section, we first examine how the difference between the buyback price
and the salvage value affects the capacity levels under both BSAPD and BSBPOF and
the supplier’s setting on the discount rate under BSAPD. These impacts are shown in
Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5. Figure 5.4 first demonstrates that the capacity level of the
supplier is affected by the difference when customer demand is under the shipped
quantity. The supplier prefers to produce fewer goods with a larger difference so as to
decrease the losses under the buyback policy. When b-s is relatively small (i.e., b-s
=15), there is a larger capacity level for the supplier (K=1022 under BSAPD and
K=1034 under BSBPOF). In other words, when the seller sells products through
BSAPD and BSBPOF, the smaller the difference between the buyback price and the
salvage value, the smaller the financial risks the seller will face. The supplier makes
more profits under the buyback policy with low b-s than with a high b-s due to the
cost. Moreover, with the increase of b-s, the supplier’s capacity level in BSBPOF
decreases, which also makes the profits of the supplier drop to a lower level. From
Figure 5.4, the difference between the buyback price and the salvage value has a
greater impact on BSBPOF and the decrease is more obvious as the wholesale price in
BSAPD is lower and the supplier prefers to prepare less capacity before shipment.
Thus, the supplier would rather lend money from adopting BSBPOF to maximize the
profits. When b-s takes a large value (i.e., b-s = 150), the two capacity levels under
BSAPD (K=1005) and BSBPOF (K=1010) are smaller than when taking a small b-s.
Although the supplier’s capacity level under BSBPOF decreases to a certain extent as
b-s increases, because too much loss can be avoided by reducing the supply, the two
financing strategies still bring profits to the supplier.
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Figure 5.4. Impact of b-s on supplier’s capacity level.

Figure 5.5 indicates that in BSAPD, the discount rate of the wholesale price
decreases as the difference between the buyback price and the salvage value increases.
For instance, when b-s is relatively small (i.e., b-s = 45), the offered discount rate is
0.31, while for b-s increasing (i.e., b-s = 120, b-s = 135), the discount is significantly
reduced (d=0.12 and 0.09, respectively). This reflects the fact that the higher the
difference, the more adverse effects on the supplier, that is, the greater the risks; hence,
in the face of high repurchase costs, the supplier should offer the buyer a lower
discount rate to maintain a higher wholesale price, because an increase in the
repurchase price will cause the product risks to be borne by the supplier, thus
reducing the financing costs and keeping a higher return.
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Figure 5.5. Impact of b-s on the discount rate.

5.4.2 Impact of b-s on financial institution’s decision

Figure 5.6 illustrates comparisons of the financial institution’s interest rate with
the difference between the buyback price and the salvage value (the parameters
include b-s =0, b-s =15, …, b-s =150). It is clear that the financial institution provides
a lower interest rate when b-s is relatively small (i.e., b-s = 15). For the financial
institution, the optimal strategy of the interest rate is related to the financial
institution’s expected income when the supplier defaults and liquidates. A small b-s
means that the loss suffered by the supplier is small if there is a return of unsold
products, and the supplier is less likely to liquidate, thus the financial institution’s
profitability in liquidation becomes lower, which in turn ensures the financial
institution’s profit. In order to protect against excessive losses and to avoid risks, the
financial institution offers a higher interest rate when the difference in the supply
chain is greater.
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Figure 5.6. Impact of b-s on financial institution’s interest rate.

5.5 Managerial Insights
As mobile phones are highly innovative products with short life cycles,
manufacturers are constantly introducing novel products, some of which fail to catch
on due to uncertain customer demand. In real life, smartphone retailers often order
more phones before the selling season than the market demands, and they have to
clear them out when the selling season ends. These unsold phones have a relatively
high salvage value and are still valuable after the sales season and are of a type that
market researchers should consider in SCF research. For instance, in many developed
countries and even some developing countries, with the gradual maturity of 5G
mobile phone technology and the gradual laying of network communication
infrastructure, 5G mobile phone users are gradually increasing. The market is
expected to see a wave of replacement phones in the next few years. Unsold and still
valuable 4G or even 3G phones from the fast-growing market can be exported to
slow-growing countries. In this regard, this chapter provides several management
insights.
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Firstly, for the mobile phone supplier, the approach solves the shortage of the
working capital problem and ensures that orders can be filled. However, under both
BSAPD and BSBPOF, the gap between the buyback price and the salvage value of
mobile phones will affect the capacity level and the supplier’s profit. The smaller the
difference between the buyback price and the salvage value of the mobile phone, the
higher the capacity level and the lower the losses for the supplier. Besides, in BSAPD
financing, when the difference is higher, the supplier should provide a lower discount
rate to keep the buyer's purchase price higher, because an increase in the repurchase
price will cause the risks to be borne by the supplier.

Secondly, for the retailer, the two financing strategies described in this chapter
can alleviate the supply shortage caused by the supplier's financial difficulties. It is
worth noting that under the buyback policy, the salvage value of the mobile phone
does not affect the retailer’s operational decisions, because it is the responsibility of
the supplier, and the profit and the order quantity are positively associated with the
buyback price. After the sales season, the upstream seller can buy back the unsold
goods to help the retailer reduce losses, thus reducing financial risks.

Thirdly, for the financial institution, the loan interest rate increases along with
the difference between the buyback price and salvage value. If the difference
increases, the handset supplier's losses will increase, readily leading to liquidation.
Therefore, when adopting BSBPOF financing, if the difference between the
repurchase price and the salvage value of mobile phones is large, it is suggested that
the financial institution set a higher interest rate to reduce the loan amount of the
supplier, so as to avoid losses and to reduce the financing risks.

Besides, compared with the two pre-shipment financing modes, BSBPOF and
BSAPD, the only financing equilibrium is BSBPOF when the buyback price is higher
than a certain level and the difference between the buyback price and the salvage
value is small. Here, the BSBPOF strategy can provide triple benefits to the supplier,
the buyer, and the financial institution. By comparison, BSAPD can allow the
coordination of channels by moving money from voluntary sources to constrained
locations in the supply chain.
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5.6 Summary
At present, there are many studies on post-shipment financing instruments and
solving the shortage of funds of the retailers but less research on solving the problem
of the supplier’s capital constraints by applying pre-shipment financing modes.
Moreover, the salvage value of commodities is usually handled by the buyer.
However, in real life, the supplier often buybacks unsold products with high salvage
value, such as mobile phones. At this time, the supplier is responsible for the salvage
value. Because of the short replacement cycle of mobile phones, the mobile phone
supplier needs to have sufficient working capital to produce and keep up with the pace
of new product launches. Thus, we investigate the optimal financing strategy and
analyze how the difference between the salvage value and the buyback price affects
operation management in a mobile phone supply chain.

Two novel pre-shipment mechanisms (BSBPOF and BSAPD) are developed to
finance the capital-constrained supplier. It is found that the difference between the
buyback price and the salvage value of unsold mobile phones affects the capacity
level, the discount rate under BSAPD, and the interest rate of financial institutions
under BSBPOF. To be specific, the higher the difference is, the less the supplier is
encouraged to produce more phones, so as to avoid the losses caused by excessive
purchases. On the contrary, the larger the difference is, the more unfavorable it is for
the supplier. The supplier bears the risk of excessive inventory and will pay high
buyback costs. Therefore, the supplier should have a low-capacity level before the
sales season to reduce the financing costs. In addition, under BSAPD financing, with
a higher difference, the supplier should offer a lower discount rate to maintain a
higher purchase price for the buyer, thus reducing the economic burden and financial
risks. Moreover, under BSBPOF financing, a financial institution’s interest rate
increases with the difference. The financial institution offers a higher interest rate
when the difference is relatively large so as to prevent excessive losses. Furthermore,
when both financing instruments are available, the only equilibrium is BSBPOF when
the buyback price is above a certain level and the difference is less than a certain
range. Otherwise, BSAPD should be selected.
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CHAPTER 6 A Study on Green Supply Chain Under
Capital Constraint Considering Time-Varying Salvage
Value
In this chapter, a green television supply chain under capital constraint with
time-varying salvage values is studied. Firstly, the problem statements are presented
in detail in Section 6.1. The model descriptions are shown in Section 6.2. Models
including APD and BPOF with time-varying salvage values, the financing
equilibrium, and a profit risk analysis are formulated in Section 6.3. Section 6.4
presents the numerical experiments. Some managerial insights are provided in Section
6.5, with a summary in Section 6.6.

6.1 Problem Statements
This chapter concerns a green TV supply chain in which the retailer sells unsold
TVs with time-varying salvage values, and the supplier can adopt pre-shipment
financing strategies for the smooth production of new, greener products. Regarding a
green TV supply chain, the following research questions in this chapter
are investigated:

1) How to build a green TV supply chain model and what is the effect of the
TV time-vary salvage value on the decision making of the participants under
pre-shipment financing strategies?

2) Which financial strategy, APD or BPOF, should the retailer select to help
the supplier obtain funds to produce green products?

3) How to measure potential risks in the green TV supply chain under different
financing schemes in the GSC?

Therefore, to help the TV supplier with capital constraints obtain financing to
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produce more green products, a GSC model via APD and BPOF is established and the
impact of the time-varying salvage value on the operational and financing decisions is
studied. In addition, the profit risk level was modeled. Some novel managerial
insights are presented and contribute to the current literature.

6.2 Model Descriptions
6.2.1 Notations and assumptions

For convenience, the notations summarized in Table 6.1 have been used in the
development of the proposed model.

Table 6.1. Summary of notations.

Notation

Description

π

Expected profit

A

Asset level

L

Short-term debt

D

Product demand

p

Unit television selling price

α

Proportional distress cost

γ

Proportional liquidation cost



The portion of financial institution’s loss reimbursed by retailer

cp

Unit television production cost

ck

Unit television capacity cost

r

The interest rate of BPOF

s(t)

Unit salvage value of the television at time t

K

Supplier’s capacity level of televisions

q

Order quantity of televisions

w

Unit wholesale price

d

Discount rate under APD



The portion of purchase order value financed by a financial institution

After the sales season ends, any leftover inventory [min(q,K)-D]+ is salvaged at s.
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The time-dependent salvage value is in the form of s(t)=a-bt where a and b are
constant. Here a is the initial (maximum) salvage value, and b is the sensitivity of
price to the time (b≥0). In BPOF, the supplier will receive a λwq loan through a
contract ( , r ) from the financial institution. Here  [0,  ] represents the borrowing
level and r is the interest rate. In liquidation, the retailer, as the credit guarantor, pays
the previously defined part of the loss of financial institutions (δ). The lending market
is highly competitive and the financial institution’s expected profit is zero (Zhao and
Huchzermeier 2018a). In APD, the supplier provides the unit discount rate d a.
Moreover, a backup television supplier is not available.

6.2.2 Model framework

There are three key participants: a green TV supplier (seller) with financial
constraints, a TV retailer (buyer) with high credibility, and a financial institution, all
of whom are risk neutral. Such parties in this supply chain collaborate to deal with the
TV supplier’s financial stress by using two financing strategies (APD and BPOF). The
BPOF strategy means that the supplier obtains funds from the financial institution
with the established downstream retailer’s guarantee to deliver to the buyer on time.
By using APD, the retailer can finance the financially troubled supplier by pre-paying
for TVs at a discount before delivery. That is, the supplier obtains early payment from
the retailer for production.

Figure 6.1 displays the sequence of events of the two financing instruments
(Zhao and Huchzermeier 2018b).
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Figure 6.1. The sequence of events of two financing instruments.

6.2.3 Sequence of events

Moreover, there are three stages in the process: 1) financing, in which the retailer
chooses a financing strategy to reduce the green TV supplier’s financial stress; 2)
executing: both parties complete the business; 3) salvage processing stage: unsold
TVs are salvaged. The timeline of events is shown in Figure 6.2, which is based on
the study of Zhao and Huchzermeier (2018a). To be specific, the model has two
periods: a normal sales period (executing stage) where TVs are sold at a
predetermined price p (Pasternack 1985; Wang and Webster 2009), and a clearance
sales period (salvage processing stage) where TVs are settled at a time-varying
salvage value s.
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Figure 6.2. Timeline of events.

Specifically, (1) the wholesale price w is set firstly; (2) the TV supplier decides
whether to accept w based on the allocation of its assets, taking into account the
possibility of financial hardship and default. Once accepted, the supplier should offer
a discount d on w. If not accepted, the deal is over; (3) the TV retailer plans on q and
selects a financing strategy; (4) the TV supplier determines K which depends on q and
how much working capital support there is. (5) once APD is selected, the retailer will
pay before the products are shipped. (6) once the retailer selects the BPOF, the
financial institution provides financing to the supplier. At this time, the TV supplier
selects a borrowing level and then obtains a λwq; (7) short-term debts mature; (8) the
sales season begins, and the demand is realized; (9) the products are sent to the
retailer; (10) the retailer pays for the TVs. For any outstanding pre-paid orders, the
retailer will refund the supplier in APD; (11) If the supplier continues to operate or
restructure in BPOF, the retailer pays the full amount of the order to the financial
institution. For liquidation, the financial institution will seize the supplier's current
assets, and the retailer will pay the agreed-upon portion of the losses, being the loan
guarantor; (12) The products are sold to the customer at p; (13) After the sales season,
if there are unsold goods with salvage value, the salvage value of the TV is
determined based on time.
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6.3 Models
6.3.1 APD with time-varying salvage values

The supplier’s profit function is:

 s apd = [ w(1 − d ) − c p ]min(q, K ) − ck K − (1 −  )[ Ls − As + ck K − w(1 − d )q ]+ .

(6.1)

When Ls − As + ck K − w(1 − d )q  0 , it means that the TV supplier’s current assets
can meet the liabilities and so can continue to operate. Otherwise, the TV supplier
enters the reorganization or liquidation stage. The supplier will go into liquidation
only if the cost of the financial distress exceeds the operating profit of the restructured
company (Yang et al. 2015). For liquidation, the optimal capacity K apd * = 0 , otherwise

K apd * satisfies the first-order conditions:

(1 − d )[ p − ( p − a + bt ) F ( K apd * )][1 − h( K apd * )] = c p + ck

Continuation

(1 − d )[ p − ( p − a + bt ) F ( K apd * )][1 − h( K apd * )] = c p + (2 −  )ck Reorganization.

(6.2)

The retailer’s profit in APD is found as follows:

 r apd = p min[ D, min(q, K )] − w(1 − d ) min(q, K )
+ ( a − bt )[min( q, K ) − D]+ − (1 −  )[ Lr − Ar + w(1 − d ) q]+ .

(6.3)

The buyer’s expected profit function in APD is:

E ( r apd ) = [ p − w(1 − d )]min(q, K ) − ( p − a + bt ) 

min( q , K )

0

− (1 −  )[ Lr − Ar + w(1 − d ) q] .
+

F ( x)dx

(6.4)

Under APD, the buyer balances the marginal effect of APD against the unit
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financial distress cost, and if the supplier's working capital is sufficient to support
APD, the retailer’s optimal order quantity q apd * is:

p − ( p − a + bt ) F ( q apd * ) = w(1 − d )

Continuation

p − ( p − a + bt ) F ( q apd * ) = w(1 − d )(2 −  )

Reorganization.

(6.5)

Proposition 6.1. Under APD,  r bsapd and q bsapd * are relevant to the time-varying
salvage value, and they are negatively related to time t.

Proposition 6.1 shows that the buyer’s expected profit and the optimal order
quantity are affected by the salvage value of the TV, while they are negatively affected
by time, since a TV with a high salvage value is more attractive to the buyer, allowing
the ordering more products and make more money. In contrast, for a TV with a low
salvage value, the order quantity and the profit of the retailer are less than those with a
high salvage value.

Proposition 6.2. Given w, p, K, the discount rate d is decreasing with t.

Proposition 6.2 shows that in APD, the later the TVs are sold during the
clearance period, the lower the discount rate offered by the supplier. This is because
the salvage value of the TV is greatly affected by the selling time during the clearance
period. The later the clearance time, the lower the salvage value will be. When the
time-varying salvage value of the TV is low, it harms the retailer’s profit, that is, the
retailer's financial risks become high. Therefore, in the face of the high financial risks
of the retailer, the TV supplier should provide the retailer with a lower discount rate to
maintain a higher buyer's purchase price (wholesale price), thus reducing the financial
risks.

Theorem 6.1. To ensure that the downstream buyer benefits from APD and
chooses it, the time of the time-varying salvage value is met t   apd * where
r
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 apd *
r

a w(1 − d ) min(q, K ) − p min[ D, min(q, K )] + (1 −  )[ Lr − Ar + w(1 − d )q]+
−
.
b
b[min(q, K ) − D]+

Theorem 6.1 shows that to ensure that participants benefit from the APD
financing model, the clearance time should be within a certain range. The financing
mode decision for the retailer is related to the clearance time. A higher return at a
clearance time below a certain value would prompt the retailer to apply APD
financing. Otherwise, a late clearance time will lead to a low salvage value of the TV,
affecting the profit of the retailer which brings great financial risks.

6.3.2 BPOF with time-varying salvage values

The supplier’s profit under BPOF is:

 s bpof = ( w − c p ) min(q, K ) − ck K −  wqr − (1 −  )( Ls − As + ck K −  wq ) + .

(6.6)

The TV supplier continues to operate on the condition that the supplier pays off
short-term debt before delivery (that is Ls − As + ck K −  wq  0 ). Conversely, the TV
supplier goes into bankruptcy. If the supplier's internal assets fall below the threshold

As = Ls + ck K −  wq −

( w − c p ) min(q, K ) − ck K −  wqr
1−

, the supplier liquidates, and

the probability of liquidation is Pr ( l ) =  ( As ) . For liquidation, K bpof * = 0 , otherwise

K bpof * satisfies:

[ p − ( p − a + bt ) F ( K bpof * )][1 − h( K bpof * )] = c p + ck

Continuation

[ p − ( p − a + bt ) F ( K bpof * )][1 − h( K bpof * )] = c p + (2 −  )ck Reorganization.
In BPOF, the retailer’s profit is:
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(6.7)

 r bpof = pE min[ D, min(q, K )] − w min(q, K ) + (a − bt )[min(q, K ) − D]+ −
AS

   wq −  ( w − c

p



) min( q, K ) − ck K −  wqr + As − Ls   ( As )dAs .

(6.8)

AS

The expected profit of the retailer in BPOF is

E ( r bpof ) = ( p − w) min(q, K ) − ( p − a + bt ) 

min( q , K )

0

AS

F ( x)dx −





   wq −  (w − c p ) min(q, K ) − ck K −  wqr + As − Ls   ( As )dAs .

(6.9)

AS

Hence, the optimal order quantity under BPOF can be derived as

q bpof * = F −1 (

p − w − ( w −  w +  c p +  wr )[Ф( AS ) − Ф( AS )]
p − a + bt

).

Proposition 6.3. Under BPOF, both  r bpof and q bpof * are affected by the
time-varying salvage value. The longer TVs that are not sold at the end of the season
are stored, the lower  r bsbpof and q bpof * .

Proposition 6.3 suggests that if there is surplus stock, a shorter clearance time
incentivizes the retailer to place more orders, reducing the losses and maximizing the
profit because the salvage value of the unsold inventory is greater. Besides, regardless
of whenever the TV is sold out during the clearance period, the supplier's capacity
level and profit are not correlated with the time-varying salvage value because all
unsold TVs are handled by the retailer.

Since the supplier and the retailer can repay the entire debt, the financial
institution’s profit is

( w − c p ) min(q, K ) − ck K 
 c =  wqr(As ) +  (1 −  ){ 
 −  wq} ( As )dAs . (6.10)
−

wqr
+
A
−
L
A
s
s


AS

S
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Since the capital market is competitive, the financial institution has zero
expected returns. Hence, the financial institution’s optimal interest rate is:

AS

r=

(1 −  ) (A s ) wq −  (1 −  ) ( w − c p ) min( q, K ) − ck K + As − Ls   ( As ) dAs
AS

.

 wq[(As ) − (1 −  )(A s ) ]

(6.11)
Proposition 6.4. Under BPOF, the financial institution’s optimal interest rate r is
positively affected by the time-varying salvage value.

Proposition 6.4 suggests that if if there is surplus stock, the time-dependent
salvage value will affect the financial institution’s interest rate. The reason is that the
shorter the clearance time, the higher the salvage value, and the retailer prefers to
order more products because the inventory risk of products with high salvage value is
low. Moreover, since the retailer has collateral liability in BPOF financing, he/she
may also face financial distress. As a result, as the retailer orders more, the retailer
faces greater financial risks, and the financial institution should offer a higher interest
rate to avoid possible losses and reduce financing risks when the clearance time is
shorter.

Theorem 6.2. To ensure that the downstream buyer benefits from BPOF and
choosing it, the time of the time-varying salvage value is met for t   bpof * where
r

AS

( w − c p ) min(q, K ) −  


w min(q, K ) − p min[ D, min(q, K )] +    wq −  
   ( As )dAs
a

AS
ck K −  wqr + As − Ls  


.
−
+
b
b[min(q, K ) − D]

 bpof *
r

Theorem 6.2 ensures that the retailer benefits from the BPOF financing model,
and the clearance time should be within a certain range. An early clearance time will
lead to high salvage value which brings more profits to the retailer and few financial
risks.
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6.3.3 Financing equilibrium with time-varying salvage values

When either of the financing instruments is sufficient to meet the working capital
demand of the supplier, the retailer will choose one of these two financing strategies.

Theorem 6.3. Under a single financing condition, a unique threshold of the
retailer’s internal asset level r exists, which makes the retailer more inclined to
BPOF if Ar  r . Otherwise, APD is preferred. Besides, the value r is inversely
proportional to the clearance time.
Theorem 6.3 reveals that considering the time-varying salvage value, r is to
ensure that the buyer prefers to apply BPOF. The reason is that the earlier the
clearance time, the greater the salvage value of the TVs which encourages the retailer
to order more, while the increase of order quantity increases the inventory risk and
makes the inventory tend to be overstocked. Therefore, the TV buyer should have a
higher asset level if the clearance period is too long so that the retailer has sufficient
funds to provide APD financing for the supplier.

Theorem 6.4. Under a single financing condition, a unique threshold of the
clearance time t exists, which makes the buyer more inclined to BPOF if t  t .
Otherwise, APD is preferred.

Theorem 6.4 reveals that the threshold of clearance time exists to ensure that the
buyer prefers to apply BPOF. The reason is that the later the clearance time, the
smaller the salvage value which decreases the order quantity and reduces the risk of
excess inventory. Under BPOF, the retailer only needs to pay part of the losses of the
financial institution as compensation when the supplier is in a liquidation state, while
under APD financing mode, the retailer needs to have sufficient funds to finance the
TV supplier. Therefore, if the clearance time is late (at the time when the salvage
value is low), the retailer will order less and suffer fewer losses and should choose
APD financing due to having more funds to finance the supplier. If the clearance time
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is early, BPOF has a relative advantage. This is because the retailer may order more
and therefore might not have sufficient money to finance the supplier, and BPOF is
the better choice.

6.3.4 Profit risk analysis

The retailer's profit risks under the time-varying salvage value scenarios are
analyzed by conducting a mean-variance analysis (Choi et al. 2008). The variance of
the retailer's profit under APD is:

V ( rapd ) = E[( rapd ) 2 ] − [E( rapd )]2

(6.12)

Putting (6.3) & (6.4) into (6.12), we have

V ( rapd ) = ( p − a + bt ) 2 [2 min(q, K )n − 2 

min( q , K )

0

where n = 

min( q , K )

0

xF ( x)dx − n 2 ]

(6.13)

dV ( rapd )
= 2( p − a + bt ) 2 [1 − F (min(q, K ))]n  0 , and
F ( x)dx . For
dq

dV ( rapd )
= 2( p − a + bt )b  0 , V ( rapd ) is a monotone increasing function of qapd and t.
dt
The variance of the retailer's profit under BPOF is:

V ( rbpof ) = E[( rbpof ) 2 ] − [E( rbpof )]2

(6.14)

Putting (6.8) & (6.9) into (6.14), we have

V ( rbpof ) = ( p − a + bt ) 2 [2 min(q, K ) n − 2 

min( q , K )

0

where n = 

min( q , K )

0

xF ( x) dx − n 2 ]

(6.15)

dV ( rbpof )
= 2( p − a + bt )2 [1 − F (min(q, K ))]n  0 , and
F ( x)dx . For
dq
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dV ( rbpof )
= 2( p − a + bt )b  0 . Thus, V ( rbpof ) is a monotone increasing function of
dt
q bpof and t.

The profit of the entire supply chain in APD financing mode is

 sc apd = p min[ D, min(q, K )] + (a − bt )[min(q, K ) − D]+ − c p min(q, K ) − ck K
− (1 −  )[ Lr − Ar + w(1 − d )q]+ − (1 −  )[ Ls − As + ck K − w(1 − d )q]+ .

(6.16)

The entire supply chain’s expected profit under APD is:

E ( scapd ) = ( p − c p ) min(q, K ) − ( p − a + bt ) 

min( q , K )

0

F ( x)dx

− (1 −  )[ Lr − Ar + w(1 − d )q]+ − (1 −  )[ Ls − As + ck K − w(1 − d )q ]+ .
(6.17)

Hence the variance of the entire supply chain’s profit under APD is:

V ( scapd ) = ( p − a + bt ) 2 [2 min(q, K ) n − 2 

min( q , K )

0

where n = 

min( q , K )

0

xF ( x)dx − n 2 ]

(6.18)

F ( x)dx .

The profit of the entire supply chain in the BPOF financing mode is:

 sc bpof = p min[ D, min(q, K )] + (a − bt )[min(q, K ) − D]+ − c p min(q, K )

( w − c p ) min(q, K )
 
− ck K −  wqr −    wq −  
  ( As )dAs (6.19)

AS
 −ck K −  wqr + As − Ls  
− (1 −  )( Ls − As −  wq + ck K ) +
AS

The entire supply chain’s expected profit under BPOF is
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E ( scbpof ) = ( p − c p ) min(q, K ) − ( p − a + bt ) 

min( q , K )

0

F ( x)dx −  wqr − ck K

AS

( w − c p ) min(q, K ) − ck K  
−    wq −  
  ( As )dAs
−

wqr
+
A
−
L

AS
s
s

 
+
− (1 −  )( Ls − As −  wq + ck K )

(6.20)

Therefore, the variance of supply chain profit under BPOF is:

V ( scbpof ) = ( p − a + bt ) 2 [2 min(q, K )n − 2 

min( q , K )

0

where n = 

min( q , K )

0

(6.21)

xF ( x)dx − n 2 ]

F ( x)dx .

Comparing the variances of the retailer's profits and the entire supply chain’s
profits under both APD and BPOF, the findings are concluded in Proposition 6.6.

Proposition 6.6. (a) V ( rapd ) and V ( rbpof ) are increasing functions of q apd and q bpof .
(b)

V ( rapd )

and

V ( rbpof )

are

increasing

with

t.

(c)

V ( rapd ) = V ( scapd ), V ( rbpof ) = V ( scbpof ) .

Proposition 6.6 identifies the relationship of profit risks with the order quantity
and the clearance time. To be specific, Proposition 6.6(a) illustrates that the profit
risks of the retailer under APD and BPOF are increasing with the order quantity, that
is, the higher order quantity leads to higher profit risks. Proposition 6.6(b) implies that
the retailer’s profit risks under APD and BPOF are related to the clearance time, that
is, the earlier the retailer clears the inventory after the normal selling season, the lower
the profit risk. Proposition 6.6(c) shows that the profit risks of the retailer and the
profit risks of the entire supply chain under APD and BPOF are equal, which implies
the retailer’s profit risks determine the risks of the whole supply chain.

6.4 Numerical Analysis
Some numerical experiments are used to verify the theoretical analysis above.
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The basic parameter settings are listed below: (1) the demand D is normally
distributed and can be expressed as N (1000,100). (2) For cost-revenue parameter: p =
580 US dollars, ck=cp=120 US dollars. (3) α=0.85, and γ=0.9 (Gamba and Triantis
2014; Dedrick et al. 2011). (4) The time-varying salvage value for the TV is s(t)=a-bt
where initial (maximum) salvage value a is 300, and the sensitivity of price to the
time b is 10. When adjusting the clearance time, it varies between 0 and 30.

6.4.1 Impact of t on retailer’s optimal order quantity under APD and BPOF

Figure 6.3 demonstrates that the clearance time t influences the retailer’s optimal
order quantity. For example, when t is relatively small (i.e., t =3), there is a larger
order quantity (q=1001 under APD financing mode, q=1010 under BPOF financing
mode). When t takes a large value (i.e., t=27), the two optimal order quantities under
APD (q=995) and BPOF (q=999) are smaller than when taking a small t (i.e., t =3).
Thus, under both financing strategies, the retailer prefers to order more goods with an
earlier clearance time. The reason is that the products with a high salvage value (when
the clearance time is early) can help the retailer avoid excessive losses and have
higher inventory levels because the remaining TVs are still valuable. This can
encourage more TVs to be ordered from the supplier. Thus, an earlier clearance time
lowers the risks related to random customer demand. The retailer does not have to
worry about losing a lot of inventory, which allows the retailer to increase the number
of orders to meet market demand.
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Figure 6.3. Impact of t on retailer’s optimal order quantity under APD and BPOF.

6.4.2 Impact of t on supplier’s setting on discount rate under APD

The study now examines how the clearance time of the TVs with the salvage
value affects the supplier’s setting on the discount rate under APD financing mode.
The results are shown in Figure 6.4, and the figure indicates that in APD, the discount
rate decreases as t increases. For instance, when t is relatively small (i.e., t = 6), the
offered discount rate is 0.41, while as t increases (i.e., t = 24, t = 27), the discount is
significantly reduced (d=0.23 and 0.19, respectively). This reflects the fact that the
later the clearance time, the more adverse the effect on the TV retailer, that is, the
greater the financial risks of the retailer; hence, in the face of high financial risks of
the retailer, the TV supplier should offer the buyer a lower discount rate to maintain a
higher wholesale price in order, thereby reduce the financial risks and maintain a
higher return.
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Figure 6.4. Impact of t on supplier’s discount rate.

6.4.3 Impact of t on financing equilibrium
The relationship between r and t is investigated (see Figure 6.5), and  t is
shown in Figure 6.6. From Figure 6.5, it can be seen that the unique threshold r is
more than 5.32×105 when the clearance time is 9. While a later clearance time (t=24),

r is about 5.25×105 which is lower than that in the case of early clearance time. It's
obvious that the clearance time has a significant effect on the threshold r in single
financing. The underlying reason is that the earlier the clearance time, the greater the
salvage value of the TVs. This promotes the retailer to order more, while the increase
of order quantity increases the inventory risk and makes the inventory tend to be
overstocked, thereby increasing the cost of inventory backlog. Therefore, the buyer
should have a higher asset level if the clearance period is too long so that the retailer
has sufficient funds to provide APD financing for the seller.
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Figure 6.5. Impact of t on r .

Figure 6.6 illustrates that there is a unique threshold of clearance time which
ensures the buyer prefers to apply BPOF mode. The retailer prefers BPOF when the
clearance time is relatively early (i.e., if t  12.97 ); otherwise, APD is preferred. If
the clearance time is sufficiently late, APD dominates BPOF. Therefore, BPOF
dominates APD in financing equilibrium when the clearance time is below a certain
threshold. The reason is that the later the clearance time, the smaller the salvage value
of the TV, thus reducing the retailer's order quantity, reducing the risk of excess
inventory, and reducing the losses. Therefore, APD financing should be chosen
because of having more funds to finance the supplier. If clearance is early, BPOF has
a comparative advantage, as the retailer is likely to order more and therefore does not
have sufficient funds to subsidize the capital-constrained supplier, hence the supplier
can obtain the funds from the financial institution.
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Figure 6.6. The unique threshold of clearance time.

6.5 Managerial Insights
In the 21st century, all industries attach great importance to green environmental
protection, including the television industry. TV suppliers strive to produce products
that are more environmentally conscious and have less impact on the environment. To
achieve this ambitious goal, TV suppliers are adopting a green product strategy. Since
TV sets are innovative products with a short life cycle, TV suppliers are constantly
introducing new products, some of which may not be popular because their functions
and appearance may not meet the current market demand. They have to clear out all
the unsold TV sets after the normal sales season. However, these unsold TVs have a
relatively high salvage value and remain valuable beyond the selling season. Unsold
but still valuable out-of-season TVs, smart or not, can be sold at salvage value to
remote areas of their home economies or exported to slow-growing developing
countries. The less developed areas can promote environmental sustainability by
replacing TV sets that are more environmentally friendly than before. It's worth noting
that the salvage value of these TV sets varies over time, with a lower value the later
they are cleared. Thus, by addressing the financial constraints of the TV supplier,
more environmentally friendly TVs are produced, thus promoting environmental
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sustainability. In summary, this chapter provides the consequent management insights.

First of all, for a cash-strapped upstream TV supplier, seeking financing to
increase working capital is a good choice to produce more green TVs, which can not
only reduce pollution and protect the environment but also maintain the economic
benefits of all members of the GSC. Besides, since the retailer needs to dispose of
excess TVs, the time-varying salvage value of unsold TVs does not affect the
supplier’s capacity level and expected profits. When applying the APD financing
instrument, if the time-varying salvage value is lower, it is suggested that a lower
discount rate should be provided by the supplier to keep the purchase price higher to
maintain a higher return, because an increase of the repurchase price will result in the
financial risks being borne by the supplier.

Secondly, for a downstream retailer, the supply shortage caused by the supplier's
financial difficulties can be alleviated via supply chain financing, so that the retailer
can receive green TVs as far as possible to meet the order quantity. Under both APD
and BPOF modes, the time-varying salvage value affects the optimal order quantity
and the expected profits of the retailer. The earlier the clearance time, the higher the
order quantity and the lower the losses for the retailer. Therefore, for the unsold TVs
with time-varying salvage values, if the clearance time is early, a high salvage value
can help the retailer avoid excessive losses and achieve a higher inventory level. The
retailer should attach importance to the clearance time and should deal with those
unsold inventories as soon as possible to reduce the losses caused by overordering.
Moreover, the profit risks of the retailer are increasing with the order quantity and the
clearance time, that is, a higher order quantity and a later clearance time will cause a
higher level of profit risks. The retailer’s profit risks determine the entire supply
chain’s profit risks.

Furthermore, compared with the two pre-shipment financing modes, the only
financing equilibrium is BPOF when the retailer’s internal asset level is below a
certain level, and the threshold is inversely proportional to the clearance time.
Therefore, the retailer should have a higher asset level if the clearance period is too
long in order to have sufficient funds to provide APD. Furthermore, if the retailer’s
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clearance time is earlier than a certain time, the retailer is likely to apply BPOF, as
there is an incentive to order more when the TV’s salvage value is large. Therefore,
the retailer does not have sufficient money to subsidize the supplier, and hence the
funds can be obtained from the financial institution via BPOF.

6.6 Summary
In the face of the new challenges and requirements of consumers in regard to TV
environmental protection, TV developers all over the world are taking "Green" and "
Energy conservation and emission reduction" as their themes and carrying out
appropriate research and development. Since TV sets are innovative products with a
short life cycle, TV suppliers are constantly introducing new products, some of which
are not popular because their functions and appearance may no longer meet customer
demand. After the sales season, there are unsold TV sets. However, these unsold
inventories still have value beyond the selling season and have relatively high salvage
values, which are time-dependent, becoming lower the later they are cleared.
Therefore, in the TV industry, the time-varying salvage value is an important issue.
This chapter aims to help the TV supplier with capital constraints obtain financing to
produce more green products, so a GSC model via APD and BPOF has been
established and the impact of the time-varying salvage value on the operation and
financing decisions of GSC participants was studied. In addition, the supply chain
system’s level of risk was modeled.

Some significant outcomes have resulted from the work in this chapter: 1) A
supply chain system related to green TV is proposed; 2) The TV supplier is financially
constrained and can obtain funds via two effective financing instruments (APD and
BPOF) to produce green TVs smoothly. 3) The salvage value of a TV varies according
to clearance time, and the clearance time affects the retailer’s optimal order quantity,
the supplier’s decision on the discount rate under APD and the financial institution’s
interest rate; 4) the financing equilibrium is BPOF when the clearance time is below a
certain threshold or the retailer’s internal asset level is below a certain level and the
threshold of the asset level is inversely proportional to the clearance time; 4) The
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profit risks of the retailer under APD and BPOF increase with the order quantity and
the clearance time, and the profit risks of the retailer and the entire supply chain are
equal, which implies that the retailer’s profit risks determine the risks of the whole
supply chain.
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CHAPTER 7 Conclusions and Future Work
Based on the previous work, this chapter summarizes the research outcomes,
analyzes the shortcomings existing in the current research, and looks into future
research work.

7.1 Conclusions
In order to meet the changing needs of customers, enterprises have to speed up
the upgrading of their products and use innovative and functional modules to integrate
into new products. Under such a competitive environment, the life cycle of each
generation of products in the market is constantly shortened, so after the normal
selling season, a large number of unsold products with various salvage values are
produced. In addition, in the context of SCF, from the perspective of a
capital-constrained supplier and a reputable retailer, this thesis explores the impact of
financing on the operational and financing decisions of participants and the financial
risks with considering various salvage values of the perishable products. Chapter 2
describes a detailed literature review regarding SCM, SCF, managing capital
constraint of the buyer and the supplier, perishable goods with salvage value, and
application of financing instruments. The research problem is described in detail in
Chapter 3 including problem background and problem statement. To be specific, this
research studied the influence of positive and negative salvage values on supply chain
financing strategies, the impact of buyback support on financing strategies in a mobile
phone supply chain, and a green television supply chain with time-varying salvage
values respectively, and meaningful research results were obtained, as shown below.

In Chapter 4, based on the significant research gaps identified regarding the
combination of positive and negative salvage values and SCF, under different salvage
values, the optimal order quantities of the retailer in different financing scenarios
varied, with the retailer willing to order products with high positive salvage values
from the supplier. Further, different salvage values affect the profits of the buyer and
the overall supply chain, and ordering items with a negative salvage value increases
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the loss, resulting in lower profits. Moreover, the retailer should have a higher level of
assets to ensure adequate funding for the supplier through APD with a higher salvage
value. Finally, this chapter made some comparisons, and numerical analyses are made
to verify the results and obtained some managerial insights.

In addition, in Chapter 5, two novel pre-shipment mechanisms (BSBPOF and
BSAPD) for financing the capital-constrained supplier have been developed, and the
importance of integrating the buyback policy with the salvage value into the model
has been highlighted. Moreover, the application of SCF in the mobile phone industry
has been comprehensively explained, which provides solid theoretical and practical
support for this research. It is found that the difference between the buyback price and
the salvage value of unsold mobile phones affects the supplier’s capacity level, the
discount rate under BSAPD, and the interest rate of financial institutions under
BSBPOF. The higher the difference is, the less the supplier is encouraged to produce
more phones. With a higher difference, the supplier should offer a lower discount rate
to maintain a higher purchase price for the buyer, thus reducing the economic burden
and financial risks. Moreover, the financial institution is suggested to provide a higher
interest rate when the difference between the buyback price and salvage value is
relatively large so as to prevent excessive losses. Furthermore, when both financing
instruments are available, the only equilibrium is BSBPOF when the buyback price is
above a certain level and the difference between the buyback price and the salvage
value is less than a certain range. The results are verified via numerical analysis and
some managerial insights are obtained.

Afterward, in Chapter 6, to realize the goal of green environmental protection
and sustainable development and to help the TV supplier with capital constraints
obtain financing to produce more green products, a GSC model has been established
via APD and BPOF for studying the impact of the time-varying salvage value on the
operation and financing decisions of GSC participants. In addition, mean-variance
theory is applied to conduct risk analysis in this research, which results in many
crucial managerial insights. It is found that the time-vary salvage value affects the
retailer’s optimal order quantity, the supplier’s decision on the discount rate under
APD and the financial institution’s interest rate under BPOF. Under both APD and
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BPOF modes, the earlier the clearance time, the higher the order quantity and the
lower the losses for the retailer, and when applying the APD mode, if the time-varying
salvage value is lower, it is suggested that the supplier should provide a lower
discount rate to keep the buyer's purchase price higher to maintain a higher return. In
addition, the financing equilibrium is BPOF when the clearance time is below a
certain threshold or the retailer’s internal asset level is below a certain level and the
threshold of the asset level is inversely proportional to the clearance time. Moreover,
the profit risks of the retailer under APD and BPOF increase with the order quantity
and the clearance time, and the profit risks of the retailer and the entire supply chain
are equal, which implies that the retailer’s profit risks determine the risks of the whole
supply chain. The results are verified via numerical analysis, generating significant
managerial sights.

In conclusion, how to manage corporate financial risks with various financing
instruments in supply chains has been analytically studied by considering different
salvage values and investigated the operations and financing decisions for the
participants in various supply chains.

7.2 Limitations and Future Directions
This thesis suggests a number of research directions.

First, in the model, all supply chain participants are assumed to be risk neutral.
However, in reality, some participants are risk averse. Hence, it is worth considering
risk aversion in-depth.

Second, in this thesis, it is assumed that the distribution of demand, the
production cost and capacity cost of the supplier, and the self-owned capital level of
both participants are common information. Therefore, information asymmetry is not
considered in the model of this thesis. Under the SCF model, the cooperation between
the enterprises of the supply chain is closer and information sharing is more common.
Therefore, the hypothesis of this paper is reasonable. However, in practice, the
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information between the supplier, the retailer, and consumers are asymmetric.
Therefore, in future research, information asymmetry can be included in the model,
and be combined with specific practical cases to build more practical models.

Third, the single-cycle two-stage supply chain consisting of one supplier and one
retailer is analyzed and studied in this thesis, but in practice, complex multi-stage and
multi-cycle supply chains are common. Hence, future research may consider the
complex supply chain structure consisting of multiple suppliers and multiple retailers.
Moreover, the competition between multiple suppliers or retailers in the model can be
investigated. The number of participants can also be increased, studying the
three-level supply chain including the retailer, the distributor, and the supplier.

Furthermore, this thesis explores various pre-shipment financing options, such as
APD, BPOF, BSAPD, and BSBPOF, when suppliers are short of funds. Future
research can consider other pre-shipment financing tools to solve the capital shortage
and financing problems of enterprises and provide a decision-making basis for
relevant supply chain members.

Lastly, this research has explored the supply chain of green TV. To further verify
the feasibility and practicability of the presented model, more complex studies on
other green products can be carried out to obtain equally important results.
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Appendix A All Proofs for Chapter 4
Proof of Proposition 4.1
The retailer's expected profit can be written as
q



0

q

 r1bc (q, w) = ( p − s)  xf ( x)dx + ( p − s)  qf ( x)dx − ( w − s )q

(A1)

Taking the first-order and second-order partial derivative of q, we have

 r1bc
= ( p − s) F (q) − w + s
q
 2 r1bc {( p − s)[1 − F (q)] − w + s}
=
= −( p − s ) f ( q )  0
q 2
q

(A2)

 2 r1bc
= 1 − F (q) = F (q)  0
qs
From the first-order condition:

 r b c
bc*
-1 p − w
q
=
F
（
).
,
we
derive
=0
1
p−s
q1bc*

Furthermore, the first derivative with respect to s follows:

dq  2 r1bc / qs
F (q )
= 2 bc
=
0
2
ds −  r1 / q
( p − s ) f (q)

(A3)

Hence, q1bc * and  r1b c increase with the salvage value, that is,
q1bc* ( s  0)  q1bc* ( s = 0, no salvage value)  q1bc* ( s  0) . □

Proof of Proposition 4.2
From Equation (4.9), the order quantity q1apd * in continuation satisfies the
first-order condition

q1apd * = F −1 (

 r1apd
= 0 , then we have ( p − s) F ( q1apd * ) = w (1 − d ) − s . Hence,
apd *
q

p − (1 − d ) w
).
p−s
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In the case of reorganization, from Equation (4.9) and the first-order condition:

 r1apd
= 0 , we derive ( p − s ) F (q ) = (2 −  )(1 − d ) w − s . Hence, the optimal order
q apd *
apd *

quantity is q1

= F −1 (

p − (2 −  )(1 − d ) w
).
p−s

 r1apd
To sum up, from the first-order condition: apd * = 0 , we have
q
p − (1 − d ) w
)
Continuation
p−s
.
−1 p − (2 −  )(1 − d ) w
=F (
) Reorganization
p−s

q1apd * = F −1 (
q1apd *

Under APD, from Equation (4.9), taking the first-order and second-order partial
derivative of q, we have

 r1apd
= ( p − s) F (q) − (2 −  )(1 − d ) w + s
q

(A4)

 2 r1apd
= −( p − s ) f ( q )  0
q 2

(A5)

Then we can obtain that

 2 r1apd
= 1 − F (q) = F (q)  0
qs

(A6)

dq
F (q)
=
0
ds ( p − s) f (q)

(A7)

Hence, q apd * and  r1apd increase with the salvage value, that is,
q1apd * ( s  0)  q1apd * ( s = 0，no salvage value)  q1apd * ( s  0) . □

Proof of Proposition 4.3
Under BPOF, based on Equation (4.12), the problem of the retailer can be
expressed as:
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q

 r1bpof = [  xf ( x)dx +  qf ( x)dx]( p − s)
0

q

AS

− q[ w − s +  ( w −  w +  c p +  wr ) ( As )dAs ]

(A8)

AS

AS

−  ( ck K −  As +  Ls ) ( As ) dAs
AS

Taking the first-order and second-order partial derivative of  r1bpof , we have
S
 r1bpof
= ( p − s) F (q) − [ w − s +  ( w −  w +  c p +  wr ) ( As )dAs ]
q
AS

A

 2 r1bpof
= −( p − s ) f ( q )  0 .
q 2

(A9)

(A10)

Moreover,

 2 r1bpof
= 1 − F (q) = F (q)  0
qs

(A11)

Accordingly,

dq  2 r1bpof / qs
F (q )
= 2 bpof
=
0
2
ds −  r1 / q
( p − s ) f (q )

(A12)

Hence, q bc * and  r1bpof increase with the salvage value. That is,
q1bpof * ( s  0)  q1bpof * ( s = 0，no salvage value)  q1bpof * ( s  0) .

In addition, from the first-order condition:

 r1bpof
= 0 , we have
q bpof *

( p − s) F (q) = w − s + ( w −  w +  c p +  wr )[Ф( AS ) − Ф( AS )]
F (q) =

w − s + ( w −  w +  c p +  wr )[Ф( AS ) − Ф( AS )]

F (q) = 1 −
=

p−s
w − s + ( w −  w +  c p +  wr )[Ф( AS ) − Ф( AS )]

(A13)

p−s

p − w − ( w −  w +  c p +  wr )[Ф( AS ) − Ф( AS )]

Therefore, q1bpof * = F −1 (

p−s

p − w − ( w −  w +  c p +  wr )[Ф( AS ) − Ф( AS )]
p−s

Proof of Theorem 4.1
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).□

The financing strategy chosen by the retailer will bring a greater expected profit:
 r1bpof *   r1apd * iff
p min( D, q1bpof * ) − wq1bpof * + s (q1bpof * − D) +
AS





−    wq1bpof * −  ( w − c p )q1bpof * − ck K −  wq1bpof *r + As − Ls   ( As )dAs
AS

 p min( D, q1apd* ) − w(1 − d )q1apd* + s( q1apd* − D) + − (1 −  )[ Lr − Ar + w(1 − d ) q1apd* ]+

(A14)
where the threshold value of the retailer's internal assets:
r1 = Lr + w (1 − d ) q1apd *
−

p min( D, q1apd * ) − w(1 − d )q1apd * + s (q1apd * − D) + − p min( D, q1bpof * ) + wq1bpof * − s(q1bpof * − D) +
1−
AS

   wq

bpof *
1

+



−  ( w − c p )q1bpof * − ck K −  wq1bpof *r + As − Ls   ( As )dAs

AS

1−

= Lr + w (1 − d ) q1apd *
−

p min( D, q1apd * ) − w(1 − d )q1apd * − p min( D, q1bpof * ) + wq1bpof * + s[( q1apd * − D) + − (q1bpof * − D ) + ]
1−
AS

   wq

bpof *
1

+



−  ( w − c p )q1bpof * − ck K −  wq1bpof *r + As − Ls   ( As )dAs

AS

1−

(A15)
Since there exist s[(q1apd* − D ) + − (q1bpof * − D ) + ] and q1bpof *  q1apd*  D , the value of

r 1

is

in

direct

proportion

to

the

r1 ( s  0 ) > r 0 ( s = 0, no salvage value )  r1 ( s  0 ) . □
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salvage

value:

Appendix B All Proofs for Chapter 5

Proof of Proposition 5.1
Since w '( K ) = −

w( K )
, the first-order condition of the supplier’s revenue is
vK

d Re venue
= (1 − d ) w( K )[1 − h( K )] = (1 − d )[ p − ( p − b) F（K )][1 − h( K )].
dK

first-order condition of the cost is

The

dCost
= c p + ck + (b − s) F ( K ) . When marginal
dK

revenue equals marginal cost, we obtain:
(1 − d )[ p − ( p − b) F
（K bsapd * )][1 − h( K bsapd * )] = c p + ck + (b − s ) F ( K bsapd * )

Then, we have K bsapd * =F -1 (

 s bsbpof and K

bsbpof *

(1 − d )[1 − h( K bsapd * )] p − c p − ck
(1 − d )[1 − h( K bsapd * )]( p − b) + b − s

(B1)

) . Since b-s>0,

decrease with b-s obviously.

Similarly, from the retailer's expected profit equation, we can get

 r
p − (1 − d ) w
= p − ( p − b) F (q) − (1 − d ) w = 0 ， qbsapd * = F −1 (
) ,  r  0, q  0 .
q
p −b
b
b
Hence, both  r bsbpof and qbsbpof * increase with b, and they are not affected by the salvage
value. □

Proof of Proposition 5.2

In APD financing mode, 1 − d =

c p + ck + (b − s) F ( K bsapd * )
p − ( p − b) F ( K bsapd * )[1 − h( K bsapd * )]

, the

discount rate d is obviously decreasing with the difference between the buyback price
and the salvage value b-s. □

Proof of Theorem 5.1
In order to satisfy both  s bsapd *  0 and  r bsapd *  0 , we can derive
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b  S

bsapd *

b 

bsapd *
r

[ w(1 − d ) − c p ]min(q bsapd * , K bsapd * ) − ck K bsapd *
[min(q bsapd * , K bsapd * ) − D]+

+ s , and

p min( D, qbsapd * ) − w(1 − d )qbsapd *
. Hence, the buyback price should
(qbsapd * − D)+

satisfy b  ( bsapd * , bsapd * ) . □
r

S

Proof of Proposition 5.3
According to Equation (5.4), the first-order condition of the retailer’s profit
under BSBPOF is
AS
[ w −  w +  c p +  wr 
d r bsbpof
=
−
(
p
−
b
)
F
(
q
)
+
(
p
−
w
)
−

  ( As )dAs }.
bsbpof

dq
+ (b − s) F (q)]

AS

then we have qbsbpof * = F −1 (

p − w − ( w −  w +  c p +  wr )[Ф( AS ) − Ф( AS )]
p − b +  (b − s )[Ф( AS ) − Ф( AS )]

(B2)

).

Since b-s>0, [min(qbsbpof * , K bsbpof * ) − D]+  0, − (b − s)[min(qbsbpof * , K bsbpof * ) − D]+  0.
Hence, both  r bsbpof and q bsbpof * increase with b.
Similarly, the derivative of  s bsbpof with respect to K is equal to 0, and we can get
the optimal capacity K
b-s>0,  s bsbpof and K

bsbpof *

bsbpof *

=F (
-1

p − c p − ck − ph( K bsbpof * )
( p − b)(1 − h( K bsbpof * )) + b − s

) . Obviously, since

decrease with b-s. □

Proof of Proposition 5.4
Since the financial institution has zero expected returns, we have
A
( w − c p ) min(q, K ) − ck K

 wqr[(As ) − (1 −  )(A s ) ] +  (1 −  ) 
  ( As ) dAs
+
 −(b − s )[min(q, K ) − D] + As − Ls 
A
= (1 −  ) (A s ) wq.
S

S

(B3)

Then the financial institution’s optimal interest rate can be obtained, which can
be expressed as:
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( w − c p ) min(q, K ) − ck K −

(1 −  )(A s ) wq −  (1 −  ) 
  ( As ) dAs
+
(b − s )[min(q, K ) − D] + As − Ls 
AS
r=
.□
 wq[(As ) − (1 −  )(A s ) ]
AS

Proof of Theorem 5.2
Similar to the proof of Theorem 5.1, to ensure  r bsbpof *  0 and  s bsbpof *  0 , we
have
b  r bsbpof * ,

r

bsbpof *

p min( D, q bsbpof * ) − wq bsbpof *
(q bsbpof * − D) +
AS




AS




(B4)

( w − c p )q bsbpof * − ck K bsbpof * + As − Ls  

   ( As )dAs
bsbpof *
+
bsbpof *
− D) −  wq
r  
 −(b − s )(q

，
bsbpof *
+
(q
− D)

   wq −  

−

and

b   s bsbpof * ,

s

bsbpof *

( w − c p ) min(q bsbpof * , K bsbpof * ) − ck K bsbpof * −  wq bsbpof *r
[min(qbsbpof * , K bsbpof * ) − D]+
−

.

(B5)

(1 −  )( Ls − As −  wqbsbpof * + ck K bsbpof * )
+ s.
[min(q bsbpof * , K bsbpof * ) − D]+

Hence, the buyback price of the unsold mobile phones should be met

r bsbpof *  b  sbsbpof * . □

Proof of Theorem 5.3
The retailer selects the financing strategy with higher expected profit:
 r bsbpof *   r bsapd * if and only if

p min( D, q bsbpof * ) − wq bsbpof * + b(q bsbpof * − D) + −

( w − c p )q bsbpof * − ck K bsbpof * −  wq bsbpof *r  
  ( As ) dAs
   wq −  −(b − s)(qbsbpof * − D)+ + A − L
 
AS

s
s

 p min( D, q bsapd * ) − w(1 − d ) q bsapd * + b(qbsapd * − D) + − (1 −  )[ Lr − Ar + w(1 − d )q bsapd * ]+ .
AS

Then, the threshold value of the retailer’s internal asset is
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r = Lr + w (1 − d ) q bsapd * −
AS

−

   wq

bsbpof *

p min( D, q bsapd * ) − w(1 − d )q bsapd * − p min( D, q bsbpof * ) + wq bsbpof *
1−



−  ( w − c p − ck )q bsbpof * −  wq bsbpof *r + As − Ls   ( As )dAs

AS

1−
AS

−

b[(q bsapd * − D) + − (q bsbpof * − D) + ] +   (b − s )(q bsbpof * − D) +  ( As )dAs
AS

.

1−

(B6)
AS

Since b  0 , (q

bsbpof *

− D)  0,(q

bsbpof *

bsbpof *
− D)+  ( As )dAs  0 ,
− D)  0,   (q
+

AS

r is inversely proportional to the value of b. □
Proof of Theorem 5.4
To satisfy  s bsbpof *   s bsapd * , we have

[ w(1 − d ) − c p ]q bsapd − ck q bsapd − (b − s)[q bsapd − D]+ − (1 −  )[ Ls − As + ck q bsapd − w(1 − d )q bsapd ]+ 
( w − c p )q bsbpof − ck q bsbpof − (b − s )[q bsbpof − D]+ −  wq bsbpof r − (1 −  )[ Ls − As + ck K − w(1 − d )q bsbpof ]+ .
Then, we can obtain:
b − s  s ,

s

[ w(1 − d ) − c p ](q bsapd − q bsbpof ) − ck (q bsapd − q bsbpof ) +  wq bsbpof r
{[q bsapd − D]+ − [q bsbpof − D]+ }
−

(1 −  )[ Ls − As + ck q bsapd − w(1 − d )q bsapd ]+ + (1 −  )[ Ls − As + ck K − w(1 − d )q bsbpof ]+
.
{[q bsapd − D]+ − [q bsbpof − D]+ }
(B7)

The seller provides an advance payment discount contract ( w, d ) in equilibrium, and
where

d

( w − c p − ck )(q bsapd − q bsbpof ) + (b − s ){[q bsbpof − D]+ − [q bsapd − D]+ } +  wq bsbpof r
wqbsapd

the supplier prefers BSAPD over BSBPOF. □
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Appendix C All Proofs for Chapter 6

Proof of Proposition 6.1
From Equation (6.4), we can obtain that

 r apd
= p − w(1 − d ) − [ p − (a − bt )]F (q)  0 . The optimal order quantity q apd * in the
q
case of continuation satisfies the first-order condition and can be derived from

p − ( p − a + bt ) F ( q apd * ) = w(1 − d ) . Hence, q apd * = F −1 (

p − (1 − d ) w
).
p − a + bt

In the same way, we can also derive that in the reorganization, the optimal order
quantity under APD is q

apd *

= F −1 (

p − (2 −  )(1 − d ) w
).
p − a + bt

To sum up, we have


−1 p − (1 − d ) w
Continuation
 F ( p − a + bt )

apd *
q
=
 F −1 ( p − (2 −  )(1 − d ) w ) Reorganization

p − a + bt

(C1)

Moreover, we can derive that

 2 r apd
= −[ p − (a − bt )] f (q)  0
q 2
(C2)

 2 r apd
= −bF (q)  0
qt

(C3)

dq
−bF (q)
=
0
dt [ p − (a − bt )] f (q)

(C4)

Hence, q apd * and  r apd decrease with the clearance time. □

Proof of Proposition 6.2

Under APD, since d =1 −

c p + ck
[ p − ( p − a + bt ) F ( K
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apd *

)][1 − h( K

apd *

)]

, and

d
0.
t

The discount rate d is decreasing with the clearance time. □

Proof of Theorem 6.1
To ensure that the downstream buyer benefits from APD and chooses it
(  r apd  0 ), we can derive that:
(a − bt )[min(q, K ) − D]+  w(1 − d ) min(q, K ) − p min[ D, min(q, K )]

(C5)

+ (1 −  )[ Lr − Ar + w(1 − d )q]+

Then, the clearance time should satisfy:

t   rapd *

a w(1 − d ) min(q, K ) − p min[ D, min(q, K )] + (1 −  )[ Lr − Ar + w(1 − d )q]+
−
b
b[min(q, K ) − D]+
(C6)

.□

Proof of Proposition 6.3
Taking the first-order and second-order partial derivative of  r bpof , we have
S
 r bpof
= ( p − a + bt ) F (q) − [ w − a + bt +  ( w −  w +  c p +  wr ) ( As )dAs ]
q
AS

A

(C7)

 2 r bpof
= −( p − a + bt ) f (q)  0
q 2

(C8)

 2 r bpof
= −bf (q)  0
qt

(C9)

Accordingly,

dq  2 r bpof / qt
−bf (q )
= 2 bpof
=
0
2
dt −  r
/ q
( p − a + bt ) f (q )
Hence, q bpof * and  r bpof increase with the salvage value.

 r bpof
From the first-order condition: bpof * = 0 , we have
q
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(C10)

( p − a + bt ) F (q ) = w − a + bt + ( w −  w +  c p +  wr )[Ф( AS ) − Ф( AS )]
F (q) =
F (q) =

w − a + bt + ( w −  w +  c p +  wr )[Ф( AS ) − Ф( AS )]
p − a + bt
p − w − ( w −  w +  c p +  wr )[Ф( AS ) − Ф( AS )]
p − a + bt

Therefore, q bpof * = F −1 (

p − w − ( w −  w +  c p +  wr )[Ф( AS ) − Ф( AS )]
p − a + bt

).□

Proof of Theorem 6.2
To satisfy  r bpof  0 , we can derive that:
p min[ D, min(q, K )] − w min(q, K ) + ( a − bt )[min( q, K ) − D]+
AS





−    wq −  ( w − c p ) min(q, K ) − ck K −  wqr + As − Ls   ( As )dAs  0

(C11)

AS

Then, the threshold of the clearance time can be obtained from

( w − c p ) min(q, K ) −  
w min(q, K ) − p min[ D, min(q, K )] +    wq −  
   ( As )dAs

AS
ck K −  wqr + As − Ls  
.
a − bt 
[min(q, K ) − D]+
AS

Hence,

t   rbpof *

AS

( w − c p ) min(q, K ) −  


w min(q, K ) − p min[ D, min(q, K )] +    wq −  
   ( As ) dAs
c
K
−

wqr
+
A
−
L
a

AS
s
s 
 k


.
−
b
b[min(q, K ) − D]+

□

Proof of Theorem 6.3
The financing strategy chosen by the retailer will bring a greater income:
 r bpof *   r apd * if and only if
p min( D, q bpof * ) − wq bpof * + (a − bt )(q bpof * − D) +
AS





−    wq bpof * −  ( w − c p )q bpof * − ck K −  wq bpof *r + As − Ls   ( As )dAs
AS

 p min( D, q apd * ) − w(1 − d )q apd * + (a − bt )( q apd * − D) + − (1 −  )[ Lr − Ar + w(1 − d ) q apd * ]+

(C12)
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where the threshold value of the retailer's internal assets:

r =Lr + w (1 − d ) q apd *
p min( D, q apd * ) − w(1 − d )q apd * + (a − bt )(q apd * − D) + − p min( D, q bpof * )
1−
bpof *
bpof *
+
wq
− (a − bt )(q
− D)
−
1−

−

AS

   wq

+

bpof *



−  ( w − c p )q bpof * − ck K −  wq bpof *r + As − Ls   ( As )dAs

AS

=Lr + w (1 − d ) q

1−
apd *

p min( D, q apd * ) − w(1 − d )q apd * − p min( D, q bpof * ) +wq bpof *
1−
apd *
+
bpof *
(a − bt )[(q
− D) − (q
− D) + ]
−
1−

−

AS

   wq

+

bpof *



−  ( w − c p )q bpof * − ck K −  wq bpof *r + As − Ls   ( As )dAs
(C13)

AS

1−

Since there exist (a − bt )[(qapd * − D)+ − (qbpof * − D)+ ] and qbpof *  qapd *  D , the
value r is in inverse proportion to the clearance time. □

Proof of Theorem 6.4
The financing strategy chosen by the retailer will bring a greater expected profit:
 r bpof *   r apd * if and only if
p min( D, q bpof * ) − wqbpof * + (a − bt bpof * )(q bpof * − D) +
AS





−    wq bpof * −  ( w − c p )q bpof * − ck K −  wq bpof *r + As − Ls   ( As )dAs
AS

 p min( D, q apd * ) − w(1 − d )q apd * + (a − bt apd * )( q apd * − D) + − (1 −  )[ Lr − Ar + w(1 − d ) q apd * ]+
(C14)

where the threshold value of the clearance time is:
t  t ,
p min( D, q apd * ) − w(1 − d )q apd * − (1 −  )[ Lr − Ar + w(1 − d )q apd * ]+

t

a − p min( D, q bpof * ) + wq bpof *
−
b
b[(q bpof * − D) + − (q apd * − D) + ]
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□
.
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